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Land Acknowledgement
Performance scholar Dylan Robinson (xwélmexw;
Stó:lō/Skwah) has written about “acknowledging” as a
practice of naming that which was previously ignored
and specific histories of colonization and non-Indigenous occupation of Indigenous lands.1 The fashion,
theatre, and choir practices described in this report
took place on such occupied land: Turtle Island, currently known as North America. For millennia, Indigenous people have lived in intimate relations with the
sites where this research took place. Indigenous lifeways were—and continue to be—interrupted by settler
colonialism, the ongoing system of violence that has
existed since
European contact and that Indigenous people have
long mobilized to resist.

By means of living and working at these sites, we, as
researchers, are privileged to have access to the
Internet. We acknowledge that many Indigenous communities in rural and northern areas of the province of
Ontario and across Canada are underserved by federal
and provincial governments and do not have equal
access to the Internet and the benefit it offers research,
performances, and access to the arts.

Robinson argues that from an Indigenous perspective, land acknowledgements are always relational, and
speak to the context of the moment. Following Robinson, we honour and pay respects to the lands and people of the Three Fires Confederacy on whose ancestral
territories we study, plan, and deliver Relaxed Performance (RP), the praxis at the centre of this report. This
land acknowledgement reflects the thinking of Mona
Stonefish, Peter Park, Dolleen Tisawii’ashii Manning,
Evadne Kelly, Seika Boye, and Sky Stonefish who
worked together on a land acknowledgment for Into
the Light: Eugenics and Education in Southern Ontario.2

Recognizing that we can no longer ignore or accept
the colonial conditions in which research takes place,5
we strive to heal and strengthen our relationships to
Indigenous communities in the face of the tremendous harms inflicted upon Original Peoples by white
actions. In this report, we, as white settler and Indigenous researchers, make recommendations for RP
practitioners to deliberately turn their attention toward
decolonizing RP. We are aware that these recommendations are a partial intervention against the widespread colonization informing research and arts-based
performance conventions. However, our hope is that
this research can support impacted Indigenous peoples experiencing the ongoing violences of colonization. With respect, we offer this report as one tool in
support of Indigenous and justice-seeking communities working with and acting at the intersections
between Indigeneity and embodied difference.

Much of the work described in this report was anchored
at the University of Guelph, which, without just compensation, was built on the treaty lands and territories
of the Mississaugas of the Credit, members of the
Three Fires Confederacy. Other parts of our research
took place in Tkaronto, referred to in English as Toronto,
a city on the southern tip of the province of Ontario,
where both X University3 and York University are located. Both Guelph and Toronto, and the institutions that
hosted this research, are sites developed through colonial invasion and occupation of unceded territories.

We also acknowledge that this report repeatedly
speaks to “disability,” which is a concept understood in
a multitude of ways, including as a medicalized, colonial term that conflicts with Indigenous perspectives
and too-often imposes upon Indigenous people who
experience bodymind difference.4
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Glossary of Terms
Ableism

Bodymind

Ableism means intentional or unintentional prejudice
against disabled people. Ableist thinking can lead to discrimination against and oppression of disabled people.

Bodymind is a term used to recognize the relationships
between our bodies and our minds. In relation to disability, it acknowledges the “ways in which the ideology of
cure operates as if the two are distinct—the mind superior
to the body, the mind defining personhood, the mind separating humans from non-humans.”12

Access Activator
A person who has been trained in the Relaxed Performance method and techniques and facilitates trainings.6

Accessible Canada Act (Bill C-81)

British Council

This is a bill passed by the Government of Canada, which
aims to create a barrier-free Canada by 2040 through
the “identification, removal and prevention of barriers.”7

The British Council is an organization that strives to build
connections, understanding and trust between people in
the UK and other countries through arts and culture, education and the English language.13

Aesthetics

Chill-out Space

Aesthetics refers to an individual's or group’s sense of
what is beautiful, interesting, and fulfilling. Aesthetics also
refers to how art makes you feel and how your sense of
beauty influences what you create.8

A chill-out space is a quiet room or area where people
can go to relax and take a break from an event.14

American Sign Language (ASL)
American Sign Language (ASL) is a signed language that
is used by some Deaf people in English-speaking parts of
Canada. ASL is a distinct language and has its own syntax
and grammar.9

Black Lives Matter Toronto
Black Lives Matter – Toronto (BLMTO) is the Toronto
chapter of a movement resisting anti-Black racism and
state-sanctioned and institutional violence, while fighting
for Black lives.10

Bodies in Translation (BIT)
Bodies in Translation is a research partnership grant
funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada at Re•Vision: The Centre for Art and
Social Justice, University of Guelph. The grant supports
disability and activist arts in Canada and asserts that
access to art creates access to life.11

Colonialism/Settler Colonialism
Colonialism is a system of power relations. This system
includes policies and practices of domination and control
that cast some human beings as higher than others. For
example, in Canada, colonialism is an ongoing project
that involves the oppression and exploitation of people
and land, including “Indigenous peoples’ forced disconnection from land, culture, and community,” mainly by
white settlers. “[Colonialism] has its roots in Canada’s
history but it is alive and well today, too.” 15
Settler colonialism refers to attempts by European colonial
powers to claim vast territories in what would become
Canada (mainly the English and the French) and to turn
those lands into property by erasing and destroying the
Indigenous people who called the lands home for thousands
of years.16 Settler colonialism differs from other types of
colonialism in that Europeans came to steal not only the
wealth but also the lands of the people they colonized.
Settler colonialism works to disguise itself as "common
sense." Mark Rifkin calls this “settler common sense” wherein it appears as if Canadian sovereignty is natural and normalizes the elimination of Indigenous peoples. 17
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Glo s s ar y of Terms

COVID-19
COVID-19 is the abbreviation for a strain of coronavirus
disease discovered in 2019. It caused a worldwide pandemic that began in 2019.

Crip/Cripping
Crip is an activist/artist reclamation of the previously
oppressive and derogatory term “cripple.” The word "crip"
is meant to expose how disability and difference can disrupt the everyday in creative, productive ways.18

Crip Time
Crip time refers to the recognition that disabled, mad, Deaf,
and neurodiverse people can orient to time differently in
relation to our disabled bodies, lives, and experiences.19
Crip time owes its origins to Black and Indigenous reclamations and explorations of time in relation to embodied
experience and knowledge of the surrounding world. 20

Critical Accessibility
Informed by disability justice, critical accessibility centres
disability and difference and challenges whiteness and
other norms.21 Critical accessibility asks us to consider
how oppressed groups might find certain spaces difficult
to enter and feel comfortable in for physical, mental, emotional, social, cultural, as well as political and historical
reasons.

Deaf
Although terminology around Deaf identity and culture is
unsettled, this term is often used to refer to people who
identify with Deaf culture. Current research in the area of
Deaf and disability arts uses the word “Deaf” with a capital “D” to refer to people whose cultural and embodied
identities intersect and overlap with Deaf culture, hearing impairment, deaf-blindness, and other differences.22
In this report, we follow this phrasing in the interest of
clarity. At times, the word “deaf” with a lowercase “d” may
appear in reference to people who experience hearing
impairment but do not identify with Deaf culture.23

Deaf and Hearing Sign Language
Interpreters
A Deaf sign language interpreter is a Deaf person who has
trained as an interpreter. Deaf interpreters ensure translations are culturally appropriate and accurate. Hearing
interpreters can work with Deaf interpreters in teams to
provide interpretation.24

Decolonization
Decolonization means working towards restoring the
freedom and self-determination of Indigenous peoples.
It means respecting Indigenous people and their lived
experiences and moving away from ways of thinking that
give white people (settlers) unjust rights and privilege in
relation to Indigenous peoples.25 For Indigenous peoples,
decolonization also means recuperating and revitalizing
Indigenous ways of knowing and being.

Difference
Difference is a broad term used to describe bodyminds
which do not align with dominant ways of living and being
in the world.26

Disability Arts
Disability arts are political and are led by disabled people.
Disability arts allows disabled people to take control of
our own representation.27

Disability Justice
Disability justice is an intersectional political movement
led by—and which aims to centre—the lives and interests
of Indigenous and Black people, people of colour, and
queer and trans disabled people who have been marginalized in the mainstream disability rights movement.28 It
focuses on experiences of disability and ableism from an
intersectional perspective, which takes race, gender, sexuality, and class into account with a decolonizing lens.

Diversity
There is no agreed-upon meaning of the word “diversity.”
This is a contemporary buzzword often used by institutions to promote diversity and inclusion agendas.29
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Glossary of Terms
Diversity Agenda

Indigenous Resurgence

Diversity and inclusion agenda principles are used by
many organizations and institutions to communicate their
commitments toward the fair and respectful treatment of
all equity-deserving groups.30 Sometimes these agendas
are referred to as Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI),
or Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Decolonization (EDID)
or Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Anti-Racism (EDI-R),
among other similar acronyms.

Indigenous resurgence emphasizes ways to restore and
regenerate Indigenous nationhood and the return of Indigenous land and ways of life.34 Kirby Brown writes that
Indigenous resurgence is dedicated to “collective critique
of and resistance to settler-state structures of politics,
power, and representation, coupled with—if not motivated
by—the revitalization of community-specific Indigenous
traditions.”35

Embodiment

Indigenous Signed Languages

Embodiment is a word that refers to our experiences in
our bodies. It helps us think about ourselves as whole,
complex, and dynamic, just as we are. In relation to
disability, embodiment is a way of “thinking about bodily experience that is not engaged solely with recovering
the historical mistreatment of disabled people. Rather, it
includes pleasures, pain, suffering, sensorial and sensual
engagements with the world, vulnerabilities, capabilities,
and constraints as they arise within specific times and
places.”31

Indigenous Signed Languages (ISLs) are used by some
First Nations and Inuit peoples and encompass several
forms of signed languages, including Plains Indian Sign
Language, Plateau Sign Language, and Inuit Sign Language, among others.36 ISLs have their own syntax and
grammar and are distinct languages.

Eugenics
Eugenics is the false science of human betterment. Beginning over 150 years ago and continuing today, eugenics
science mistakenly believes that humanity can be improved by preventing the lives of some people and encouraging others to live and reproduce. Eugenic practices
target “Indigenous, Black, and other racialized populations, poor, and disabled people for segregation in institutions, cultural assimilation, and sterilization.”32

Indigenous
The word "Indigenous" refers to people, animals, plants,
and other things that originate naturally in a place. In this
report, we will be referring to Indigenous people, and by
this we mean First Nations, Inuit, and Métis people, the
First or Original Peoples of this land.33

Intersectionality
Intersectionality acknowledges the ways that race, gender,
disability, sexuality, class, age, and other social categories
are mutually shaped and interrelated by oppressive forces such as colonialism and capitalism. In 1989, Kimberlé
Crenshaw, a Black feminist theorist, famously named intersectionality as a nuanced theory and analytical tool that
describes overlapping systems of power and oppression.37
In relation to disability, this means that not everyone experiences disability or ableism the same way. For example,
some of us experience disability in a way that is impacted
by our experience of race, class, gender, and sexuality.38

Land Acknowledgement
A land acknowledgement is a statement of recognition about the land and First Nations that aims to name
specific histories of colonization and non-Indigenous
occupation of land.39 Dylan Robinson explains that, in this
naming, “a lot hinges on the language we use to describe
how we occupy the lands we live and work upon,” referring
to our positionality (as guests, visitors, and so on) and the
terms of occupation in which we are involved.40 For this
reason, each land acknowledgement is different from the
next because each is culturally contingent on the identity and positionality of the person or body delivering the
acknowledgement.
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Glossary of Terms

Langue des signes Québécoise/
Langue des signes du Québec (LSQ)

Sensory & Sensory Overload

LSQ is a form of signed language that is often used by Deaf
communities in French-speaking parts of Canada. LSQ has
its own syntax and grammar and is a distinct language.

Sensory refers to the experiences we feel through our
physical senses. Sensory overload is when you are taking
in more sensory information than you can process at one
time.

Pedagogy/Critical Pedagogy

Turtle Island

Pedagogy is the art, science, and practice of teaching
and learning. Critical pedagogy, developed by Brazilian
philosopher and educator Paulo Freire, links learning and
teaching with social justice, change, and resistance in the
interest of learners’ liberation and freedom.41 The goals of
critical pedagogy are political and complex and focus on
fostering a “critical consciousness” where learners actively question and challenge oppression.42

Turtle Island is the English translation of the Anishinaabe
word for the landmass that today we call North America.
Turtle Island was and is still the name used by Anishinaabe and other Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous
allies who are working towards decolonization.48

Visual Story & Access Guide

Plain language is a clear and concise way of writing which
makes material easy to read and understand.43 It is sometimes referred to as clear language.

A document containing information about a venue, performance, or event. A visual story typically includes logistical
details (e.g., closest public transit, washroom locations,
and whether the space is physically accessible) and information about what will be included in the performance or
event.49 It is sometimes referred to as an Access Guide.

Praxis

Vital Practices

Plain Language

Praxis is defined as theory in practice that does not
separate scholarship from practice.45 A praxis orientation
means we use theory to inform our practices and we use
insights emerging from our practices to inform theory.
44

Relaxed Performance (RP)

Vital practices attend to the embodied, shifting, and lively
nature of artistry. Vital practices welcome difference as an
integral part of context-specific accessibility praxis and
are rooted in community knowledge and responsive to
evolving accessible praxis.50

Relaxed Performance (RP) is a radical arts intervention
rooted in disability theatre and performance practices.
The term “relaxed” indicates how we can “extend a warm
welcome to anyone who might find it difficult to follow
the usual conventions of theatre etiquette.”46 The term
“relaxed” has also been questioned as it can be misinterpreted and linked to performances for children or young
adults. This misinterpretation decentres disability and
does not convey RP’s radical potential.47
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Executive Summary
Over the course of the 2019—2020 academic year, the British Council and Bodies in
Translation (BIT) at the Re•Vision Centre for Art and Social Justice at the University of
Guelph partnered with three universities in Turtle Island, in the province known as Ontario, to introduce Relaxed Performance (RP) training modules into existing fashion studies,
theatre, and choral studies curriculums. Through this RP Curriculum Pilot project, up to
240 students at X University, York University, and the University of Guelph, respectively,
learned best practices and how to incorporate RP principles into their mid-term and final
projects, which were open to the public.
This report chronicles the RP Curriculum Pilot, a project built on findings from the 2019
"Relaxed Performance: Exploring Accessibility in the Canadian Theatre Landscape" report,
which pointed to the promise of disability justice–led RP training and delivery for improving accessible performances. Over the course of this training, BIT researchers employed a
mixed methods framework using surveys, interviews, participant observation, and analysis
of materials produced through the RP training. Through this data generation, we gained
insight into RP as a vibrant, creative intervention with roots in European theatre–based
disability activism. Each discipline engaged in RP for different reasons and developed its
own set of strategies around making a crip fashion show, a relaxed theatre production,
and a choral ensemble performance more accessible; all of these performances reflect
RP’s growing application across sectors.
The work of RP is community-based and must be community-led, beginning with the
meaningful inclusion of disabled people as RP trainers, also known as Access Activators.
Following the guiding principles of disability justice, RP’s community-based approach
must preserve and nurture its vitality by expanding its context-specific relationships with
those who report being underrepresented in RP, specifically Deaf and Indigenous communities. Additionally, it is clear that as a justice-oriented praxis, RP must continue to strive
to respond to and develop context- and industry-specific “vital practices” that will vary
across performances as RP continues to grow, becoming transdisciplinary and increasingly transnational in scope.
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Executive Summary

Four key themes emerged from researching the RP Curriculum Pilot and inform interrelated
recommendations for future RP training.

ENACTING RP PEDAGOGY
RP pedagogy is a new, unique form of transdisciplinary
critical pedagogy that is led by, and for, communities
of difference and involves “relaxing” the classroom
or learning space to welcome different ways of being
and learning. This approach to teaching and learning
is rooted in crip theory and in strategies developed by
Access Activators who design and mobilize disability
justice–based curricula.
We recommend further development of RP pedagogy
that is context-specific, meaning that an RP approach
to learning and teaching responds to the local needs of
communities—including learners and RP practitioners—
by enacting vital practices and engaging in the ongoing
process of decolonizing RP. To maintain its vitality, RP
pedagogy must inform, and remain informed by, crip
and other critical theory, praxis, and politics.

MAINTAINING VITAL
PRACTICES
RP training curricula benefits from the development,
adaptation, and implementation of vital practices
that are context- and performance-specific. Unlike a
checklist approach of “best” practices, vital practices
are artful, improvisational, and current—responding to
contemporary challenges, such as the digitization of
performance and the work of decolonizing RP. Learners
need guidelines for strong accessibility practices, but
it is critical that instructors orient to these as starting
points only. Guidelines and shared knowledge can be
successfully paired with non-prescriptive, open-ended
approaches to justice-oriented RP.
We recommend enactment of context-specific RP
training that is led by difference and includes effective

strategies for “relaxing” the classroom as a useful pedagogical approach. RP training must support learners in
developing and maintaining vital practices relevant to
the ethos of RP as a “life-giving” praxis.

DECOLONIZING RP
It is time to decolonize RP. As an intersectional, justice–based praxis, RP pedagogy is well-suited to developing decolonial RP training and supporting decolonial
performances across sectors. A praxis orientation to
decolonizing RP means that trainings and RPs themselves are informed by relevant scholarship (in Performance Studies, Indigenous Studies, Disability Studies,
etc.) and that the insights emerging from the decolonized RPs help to inform the theory.

EXPANDING ACCESSIBILITY
FUNDING MODELS
We recommend that RP training be funded through policy changes both within and external to universities and
other institutional spaces where RP pedagogy and praxis are enacted. Such policy development must move
beyond common individualized approaches to accessibility that place an onus on individual students to seek
out accommodations in order to access learning and
instead invite instructors to experiment with developing accessible classrooms as a key part of their critical
and artful pedagogy. Providing funds for RP training
is one way that universities can support instructors
to experiment with developing accessible classrooms
as an integral part of pedagogy across the academy.
This approach also allows instructors to link with other
social justice movements and approach disability as a
broad category that is understood differently in many
contexts.
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Introduction
Between September 2019 and March 2020, across the traditional territories of the
Anishinaabe (and later, the Haudenosaunee, Métis, and other Indigenous peoples), the
British Council and Bodies in Translation partnered with three universities to offer RP
training to teach up to 240 students in three distinct disciplinary programs. RP training
delivered to select courses in these programs centred on how to incorporate RP practices
into class mid-term and final projects, which were arts events open to the public. Each
of these projects were housed in post-secondary institutions whose histories are deeply
embedded in eugenic, ableist, and colonial systems that complicate their contemporary
relationships to disability and accessibility praxis.51 The projects were as follows:

1.

 crip fashion show called “Beauty to Be Recognized,”
A
offered by students in X University’s Faculty of
Communication & Design;

2.

 wo theatre performances of “Goodnight Desdemona
T
(Good Morning Juliet)” produced by students in York
University’s School of Arts, Media, Performance &
Design; and,

3.

 community and student-based choral ensemble perA
formance at the University of Guelph’s College of Arts
called “The Singing Spirit.”

This RP Curriculum Pilot followed four years of the British Council’s RP training across
Canada. The training was adapted from a United Kingdom (UK) model, with an increased
focus on disability justice, a framework that centres the experiences of the most impacted.52 In 2018, the British Council partnered with BIT to research the impacts of RP
training. This research documented increased interest in RPs and a new demand for
disability-led RP training in the 2019 landmark report, "Relaxed Performance: Exploring
Accessibility in the Canadian Theatre Landscape." The report also pointed to evolutions in
RP training, noting the importance of non-prescriptive RP training and delivery strategies
tailored to specific disability communities and implemented broadly across the arts.
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Introduction
Based on the 2019 report recommendations, researchers and representatives from the British Council and BIT
collaboratively determined the following objectives of the RP Curriculum Pilot:

1.

I ntegrate British Council RP training materials and RP principles into select
courses at three universities.

2.

 upport students in learning best practices and how to incorporate RP princiS
ples into their unique disciplines.

3.

 ncourage shifts in the organizational policies (attitudes, curriculum planning,
E
representation in programming).

4.

 oster capacity building, confidence, and leadership among students and
F
universities to encourage them to take a proactive part in discussions on arts,
disability, and human rights in Canada.

5.

 oster connections and engagement with university members (students and
F
instructors) with disabilities and the wider disability community.

6.

 ncourage students to engage and develop new and diverse audiences for the
E
arts to improve access for all.

Included here is a detailed description of the RP training programs as they emerged across each site between
September 2019 and March 2020, when RP training was abruptly cancelled due to the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic. Of the five planned performances, two were cancelled.
This report also includes research findings and recommendations for future training, which emerged from interviews with RP training participants, participant observation, audience surveys, and artifact analysis (of RP-related
materials generated by students and instructors) garnered from two performances.

The report is organized into seven main sections:
1. Introduction
2. Description of RP Training
3. Experiences and Impacts of RP Training
4. Recommendations
5. Discussion of Recommendations
6. Conclusion
7. Acknowledgements
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BACKGROUND
Relaxed Performance (RP) is an approach to performance rooted in traditions that do not
separate art from life. Commonly, RP’s origins are traced to European art–based performance interventions which aim to challenge and transform performance conventions in
ways that support all people’s participation.53 Based in 1990s UK-based theatre performance practices designed to be “autism/sensory-friendly,”54 RP is increasingly acknowledged as a key movement in the landscape of accessible theatre in Canada.55 It has been
described as “opening up theatre. Through breaking down physical, attitudinal, sensory,
financial and other barriers, the theatre space becomes an entirely different experience.”56
In other words, RP is an invitation for people to be themselves, or for “bodies to be bodies”57 as they access the arts.
Deeper integration of RP into Canadian theatre sectors
has opened possibilities for RP to be applied as an acRP is dedicated to dismantling
cessibility strategy across several sectors. RP has been
able-bodied privilege in arts spaces
used in film screenings, choirs, fashion shows, and even
58
grocery stores. In the Canadian universities where
by challenging checklist-based
this research took place, RP was applied to a fashion
approaches to accessibility.
show, a theatre performance, and a choir concert that
were planned by students and open to the public. Plans
for these performances involved creating space for
audience members to make noise and move around
during shows, designing and distributing an Access Guide to support audience members
in understanding the venue and the show itself, promoting the event with accessibility in
mind for both artists and audience members, and ultimately, delivering a “relaxed” show.

“

”

RP is often described as a practice that benefits audiences through technical modifications—dimmed lights, increased floor space for mobility, and the inclusion of a “chill-out
space” for audience members to relax, among others. Yet RP encompasses much more
than this; it is an intervention that requires organization-wide practice to work effectively.
Increasingly RP is understood as a flexible, non-prescriptive praxis, dedicated to dismantling able-bodied privilege in arts spaces by challenging checklist-based approaches to
accessibility.59 Enacting RP involves working with the programming, marketing, box office,
performance, and front-of-house teams, among others. RP also involves knowledge of, and
interaction with, local disability communities and disability arts movements, whose players
understand disabled artists, and patrons’ experiences and needs around accessing the
arts backstage, on-stage, and as spectators.
Now, as RP praxis stretches to meet the needs of various sectors, and with arts movements increasingly shifting toward remote/online delivery as a consequence of COVID-19
restrictions, disabled artists’ participation in culture creation is changing—and so, too,
must RP.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the RP Curriculum Pilot was to support
students in learning best practices and how to incorporate RP principles into their disciplines, each of which
espouses its unique history, conventions, and traditions. The courses at the heart of this study were

1. a “Diversity in Fashion” course at
X University;

2. the courses “Production Practicum”
and “Theatre Management” at York
University;

3. Choral Ensembles I, II, III, IV at the
University of Guelph.

Some trainees received training from as many as three
Access Activators, over four one- to three-hour sessions, while at other sites training was optional and
students may have interacted with only one Access
Activator on only one occasion. The training took place
at various settings: in a classroom and later on-stage
during X University’s “Diversity in Fashion” course and
“Beauty to be Recognized” fashion show; within a large
lecture hall in the basement of York University during a
“Theatre Management” course; and on the wide, wooden stage of a neighbourhood United church in Guelph.

Importantly, each discipline, and subsequently each
course and its respective performance, holds a specific
place in the ongoing trajectories of colonization.
Because recent recommendations suggest that RP
training include concrete exercises to support trainees
“to apply what they have learned by doing,”60 RP training at each site involved various experiential activities:
attending RPs, generating Access Guides or visual
stories, developing outreach material including social
media strategies, and putting on an RP for the public,
among others. Below, Figure 1 outlines the methods
of training available at each site, and the number of
participants who participated in the training based on
course enrollment and instructor estimates. At times,
the number of participants varied because activities
included a mix of enrolled students and community
members, for whom RP training was optional.
As with much critical, experiential pedagogy, determining the most impactful practices at each site was a
fraught process that varied widely based on disciplinary
and industry expectations, participants’ (student and
instructor) interests in maintaining (or, conversely, disrupting) conventions, and audiences' reactions to new
accessibility measures built into fashion, theatre, and
choral performances.

Figure 1
Site
1

2

University
X University

York University

Discipline
Fashion Studies

Theatre

Courses

Training

FS8110: Diversity in Fash-

RP training, concept presentation,

ion

critical reflection

THEA 2100 Production

RP training, visual story toolkit work-

Practicum; Theatre Man-

shop, attended RP

Participants
41

70-100

agement

3

University of
Guelph

Choral Studies

MUSC3230 and MUSC

RP facilitation, visual story toolkit

2550-01/2560-0: Choral

workshop, small group RP planning

Ensembles I, II, III, IV

with Access Activator

90-100
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RESEARCH METHODS
Data Generation

Interviews

All qualitative and quantitative data generation took
place both in person and online between October 2019
and October 2020. The five datasets analyzed for this
report are as follows:

We used a recursive, iterative process to develop a
coding system to analyze the first data set of 25 qualitative interviews.61 We were interested in knowing how
participants interpreted and experienced RP training,
and as such we created semi-structured interview protocols that included questions related to participants’
experiences of the training from their experiential
viewpoints.

1. Interviews with people who took part in
RP trainings (n=25), including students
(n=16), faculty (n=4), Access Activators
(n=3), and community members (n=2);

2. Participant observation of RP training
sessions (n=6) at University of Guelph
choir rehearsals and in the Theatre
Management course at York University;

3. Analysis of post-performance surveys
completed by people who attended X
University’s crip fashion show, “Beauty to
be Recognized” (n=45);

4. Analysis of post-performance surveys
completed by people who attended York
University’s relaxed theatre performance,
“Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning
Juliet)” (n=49); and,

Students reflected on their many individual roles,
including planning for, rehearsing, and delivering their
course-based RPs. Access Activators described their
experiences presenting to, and later working with,
groups of learners in each classroom. Faculty members who organized the training in advance, and later
watched it unfold both in classrooms and on stage,
gave us their interpretations of their personal and pedagogical experiences. And community members who
were part of the University of Guelph choir told stories
of what it meant to be the first known choir in Canada
to challenge choral conventions by planning an RP.
Each interview took place over the phone or via online
video conferencing, with American Sign Language
(ASL) interpreters present as necessary, and lasted
approximately 45 minutes. As the interviews unfolded,
seven codes were identified:

1. Impact on participants;
2. Impact on audiences;

5. A scan of artifacts from all planned and
delivered RPs, such as photographs,
course outlines, training materials, and
social media posts, among others.

3. Integration and interpretation of disability justice;
4. Impact on institutional policy;
5. Impact on organizational shifts;
6. Difficulties with/resistance to RP training; and,
7. The future of RP.
All interviews were coded by two researchers using
MAXQDA software.
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Participant Observation

Artifact Analysis

Participant observation involved a researcher observing and taking part in select RP training sessions.
The participant observation of six RP trainings took
place over approximately 18 hours between November
2019 and February 2020 in York University’s Theatre
Management course and at University of Guelph choir
rehearsals.

The scan of artifacts from the planned and delivered
RPs primarily involved using social media for reflexive
data generation, given that most of the RP planning
and promotion materials were distributed online. The
following public data was collected from interviewees
who offered to share the performance materials:
Site 1: X University

These participant observations focused on understanding the content of the RP training, gaining insight into
each classroom and students’ reactions to the training,
and cataloguing the researcher’s reflections on the
training. The researcher asked questions and engaged
people—students, Access Activators, faculty, and community members—in conversations about RP and RP
training.62 Notes from these observations and conversations were used to draw up qualitative descriptions
of the training.

Survey Analysis
We drew on and interpreted two primary datasets
to understand audience experience with RP. Two 
paper-based post-performance Audience Response
Surveys were distributed to audience members at
X University’s “Beauty to Be Recognized” crip fashion show (n=45) and York University’s performance of
“Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet)” (n=49).
These surveys included two open-ended questions
which were developed in 2018 by BIT researchers. The
surveys have since been used to guide adaptations of
the British Council’s training.63 Using thematic analysis,64 we compiled the RP Curriculum Pilot survey data
and developed common themes to better understand
how RP training and RP delivery may foster connections and engagement with the wider community. The
intention in using survey analysis was to compare
audience responses at relaxed shows across all three
sites. However, there was no opportunity to measure
audience response to the University of Guelph’s “The
Singing Spirit” choral ensemble performance due to its
unexpected cancellation.

X University's “Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show:
a 20-page Access Guide; model biographies that included models' names and pronouns; 20 photographs
from the fashion show that were also available on
Instagram with image descriptions; “Meet the models”
illustrations and Instagram posts; an Instagram post
that included information for those accessing the live
streamed event; and Instagram-based model casting
calls;
Site 2: York University
York University’s “Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet)” performance: a visual story; nine photographs of actors in costume; and high contrast social
media posts (Facebook and Instagram) about the
performance and RP; and
Site 3: The University of Guelph
The University of Guelph Chamber Music Ensemble's
recital, “The Singing Spirit”: two course outlines; a
poster promoting the concert; program notes;65 an online web page explaining RP;66 an advertisement for the
event;67 the Eventbrite website for purchasing tickets;
the online performance cancellation notice;68 and organizational emails between the course professor, the
Access Activator, and student access planners.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19
The onset of a global pandemic during learners’ RP training and data generation impacted this research. On March 17, 2020, all theatre and performance venues were ordered
closed by the Government of Ontario.69 This meant that three of the five Relaxed Performances were suddenly cancelled.
Given this context, we entered the unique position of analyzing pre-pandemic and post-pandemic data, which elicits very different findings. For example, during individual interviews
researchers commonly asked the question, “Do you plan to deliver RPs after the training?”
This question is predicated on a possibility of continuing with regularly scheduled live
performances which traditionally take place with in-person audiences. One interviewee’s
response to this question demonstrates the impact of COVID-19 on prospective RPs, and
the uncertainty participants felt toward the future of RP as performances changed form in
Canada, becoming increasingly virtual:
. . . we are in the middle of a pandemic where most
of the ways we can engage with performance is
through visual means because we can’t be gathering
in spaces anymore. I’m not exactly sure how/what RP
looks like in regards to COVID.
This statement from a student foreshadows the potential
of a digital turn in RP. As this report was being written, a
video series, co-produced by the British Council, Tangled
Art + Disability, and BIT, interviewed art practitioners
from the UK and Canada70 who are beginning to address
the question of how to incorporate RP in digital media.71

“COVID has definitely pushed

performance and entertainment to a
more digital landscape

”

One interviewee in the RP Curriculum Pilot project explained that many concepts they
learned about during RP training could be transferred online. Some imagined benefits to
anticipated new shapes of performances, though at the time of the research it remained
unclear how these ideas could play out in a relaxed fashion show:
You can shoot something in advance and have it be completely innovative or a
different viewing experience… I think COVID has definitely pushed performance
and entertainment to a more digital landscape, which I think increases
the accessibility of performance in general, but I don’t know how Relaxed
Performance could work into it.
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Notably gesturing to the intersectional nature of a global crisis, one interviewee described
the impactful ways in which RP training influenced their understanding of ongoing social
media activism, as they began noticing the absence of accessibility in some instances:
In light of Black Lives Matter and the [online] activism they have been doing, I
mean, they’ve been doing it for a long time but it became especially heightened
during the pandemic… I noticed after that there was a proliferation of infographics
on Instagram. Which was really interesting. But there also was a lot of really
inaccessibly designed ones. Which was really frustrating. So, it’s... I mean it’s
definitely something I notice in light of Relaxed Performance and just accessibility
in everything really.
To illustrate the range of perspectives collected prior to and following the pandemic, below (Figure 2) is a table that clarifies which data was collected pre- and post-pandemic.

Figure 2
Pre-pandemic data generation

Post-pandemic data generation

(November 4, 2019 to March 17, 2020)

(March 18, 2020 to October 30, 2020)

Interviews: students (n=5), faculty (n=4),
Access Activators (n=3), and community
members (n=2)

Interviews: students (n=11)

Audience surveys: X University fashion
A scan of artifacts from all sites, includshow, “Beauty to Be Recognized” (n=45), ing from 2 RPs and 3 planned RPs
York University theatre performance,
“Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning
Juliet)” (n=49)

Importantly, missing from each site following the training and Relaxed Performances
was the opportunity for faculty, students, and Access Activators to debrief—which would
have been a meaningful way to support experiential learning about the RP process. Some
interviewees who did not get the opportunity to debrief felt that the absence of this step
impacted their overall experience of the training. However, it was widely understood that
during the early days of the pandemic any in-person debriefing would have been unsafe
and was therefore not possible.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
RP training was an impactful and memorable part of
participants’ engagement with performance production
across disciplines. The training informed participants’
approaches to their work and personal lives after the
RP Curriculum Pilot was completed. Ultimately, RP
training was described as the “gold standard” of accessibility training across arts genres and industries for
its versatile approach to accessibility in the arts. Most
participants felt that the RP Curriculum Pilot was a
valuable addition to their education as they prepared to
work across various sectors. The impact of their experiences resulted in recommendations that speak to the
transdisciplinary challenges of RP.
This study shows widespread acknowledgement that
RP is influencing art sector standards, and RP training
was most welcome in the fashion and theatre contexts.
However, the research revealed concern about RP’s
sustainability in higher education institutions. Perceived threats to RP’s sustainability included the cost
of accessibility, the reliance on precarious and/or unpaid labour to implement RPs, the challenge of designing and delivering accessible performances within the
parameters of institutional timelines, and difficulties
around measuring and defining the success of RPs.
Notably, these findings intertwined with challenges of
community-based, justice-oriented praxis: some participants reported valuing a generative, non-prescriptive
and “life-giving” RP that does not rely on checklists
while others felt a checklist-based approach might prevent or resolve earlier problems emerging from the exclusion of some groups. Guidelines and shared knowledge can be successfully paired with non-prescriptive,
open-ended approaches to justice-oriented RP that
make space for unexpected interventions, such as the
surprising round of ASL applause at the “Beauty to Be
Recognized” fashion show. Therefore, we recommend
future enactment of context-specific RP training that is
led by difference and includes effective strategies for
“relaxing” the classroom.

And, in order to keep RP vital—or “life-giving”—it is
imperative that future RP training be developed in
consultation with communities and in ways that reflect
their immediate access needs, including the current
need to “relax” online performances. Our findings reveal that RP training works best when it takes a community-based approach, led by difference, and positions RP as a justice-based intervention that supports
many people’s access to the arts rather than advocating for individual accommodations. This approach is
rooted in disability justice, an intersectional framework
that resists ableism, racism, and colonialism.
Access Activators explored disability justice with trainees through RP pedagogy, using experiential learning
activities that drew on their own lives as members
of disability communities. In response, participants
acknowledged the need to keep RP vital by basing it in
communities that are ever-shifting, and whose social
justice movements overlap. Yet, participants struggled
to make RP intersectional in their respective organizational contexts, ultimately revealing concerns about the
absence or misrepresentation of Deaf and Indigenous
communities. These findings indicate that it is time
to decolonize RP. We elaborate on possible first steps
toward decolonizing RP through RP training below, in
“Discussions of Recommendations.”
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In brief, our findings from this research led to four overlapping recommendations:

1. Enacting RP Pedagogy: RP pedagogy

3. Decolonizing RP: As an intersectional,

can be led through the use of critical
theory and support students’ experiential
engagement with accessible performance
through reflection. This new form of flexible, experiential education relaxes the
classroom and engages in vital RP practices across disciplines.

justice-based praxis, RP must confront the
colonial conditions under which it takes
place by engaging in and committing to
decolonization. RP pedagogy is well-suited to engage in decolonization as vital
practices related to the larger context of
higher education and learners’ local live
performances.

2. Maintaining Vital Practices: RP ped-

4. Expanding Accessibility Funding

agogy is well-positioned to support the
development of vital practices (rather
than compliance-based “best practices”) across sectors. Such practices are
context-specific, rooted in community
knowledge, and responsive to what one
participant called the “life-giving” nature
of evolving, accessible praxis, including
the need to develop online RP.

Models: Each of the above related recommendations can be supported by expanding accessible funding models both
internal and external to the institutions
in which RP training and RPs take place.
Accessibility funding that enacts RP as a
community-driven desire rather than an
individual responsibility is crucial to maintaining the vitality of RP.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A graphic representing the four overlapping recommendations of this research. The graphic pictures
four text blocks laid out along a circle. Each
section is linked by an arrow suggesting a
connection and flow between them. Clockwise the blocks say, “Teaching – Enacting
RP Pedagogy”; “Praxis – Decolonizing RP”;
“Content – Maintaining Vital Practices”; and,
“Policy – Expanding Accessibility Funding
Models.”
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Detailed Descriptions of RP Training
SITE 1: X UNIVERSITY
The physical and social contours of the training and locations are important to note considering recent recommendations about holding trainings in accessible spaces.72 Between
September 2019 and December 2019, 14 graduate students and 30 undergraduate students participated in a course called “Diversity in Fashion” at X University. Located in
downtown Toronto, in the Dish with One Spoon Treaty territory, X University is an important site of Indigenous activism.73
The RP training for this course involved two sessions delivered by two Access Activators.
Undergraduate students were then divided into five teams, each with a responsibility to
support the development of the “Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show over the next six
weeks, including assisting with casting, clothing style, promotion, art direction, production,
and access. Graduate students were positioned as team leads. All were tasked with reflecting on the question offered on the course outline: “How do you ground a fashion show
in access?”
To address this question experientially, the course took a broad approach to RP in designing a crip fashion show. Rather than centring only relaxed approaches, the class studied
critical disability and crip theory to design a show that expansively cripped fashion conventions by creating an atmosphere that aimed to honour the embodied differences of all
involved. One participant described this process:
. . . it’s not only an audience that is disability-identified, we’re now inviting models
who are disability-identified and that immediately changes everything around
backstage. That immediately changes your casting process, right, you have to
ground everything in access. You have to ask folks how to make things accessible
to them, not just the audience but everyone making the show happen. And I think
that opened up, that opened up a lot of questions and answers that there was no
template for because this is not done in the fashion industry.
This RP training culminated with the “Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show on November 29, 2019. Audience members described the scene: the models’ friends and family attended; student hosts greeted them at the door and showed them exactly where to go; and
when the brightly lit show began, models danced around the room, greeting their loved
ones.74 The models were recruited with a student-generated casting call on Instagram using the handle @cripfashionshow. After the models were recruited and nearing showtime,
students shared illustrations and descriptions of models on Instagram as teasers.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A screenshot from an Instagram post by @cripfashionshow. The image is a colour photograph of several
models. They are of different races, body sizes, and genders. The foreground features a Black model in a yellow dress who smiles
and holds hands with a younger Black model in a dark denim and pink tulle dress who jumps in the air. A white model in a black
dress smiles and signs applause in ASL. To the right of the photograph is part of the text-based post by @cripfashionshow that
says, “Thank you for joining us at our Beauty to Be Recognized fashion show this past weekend! Here are some photographs taken
by @stevieashimi and Jacky Au Duong. {Image Descriptions}: 1. Photo of models gathered together smiling in different directions.”

As one interviewee explained, reaching out through social media proved to be an effective
way of tapping into disability communities as they sought out disabled models. “They were
able to wear whatever clothes they felt most fabulous in,” one interviewee explained. They
went on:
Really, it was just like a celebration… All of the models being able to, like, strut
their stuff however they wanted to. Some of them had like requested specific songs
that they wanted to walk the runway to. Some of them just wanted to dance. Some
of them were a bit shy and, like, decided not to at the last minute...It was just, it
was such a joyful night.
And, though student interviewees reported feeling nervous ahead of the fashion show, one
person later recalled what made this fashion show special to them: the “[models] were
able to perform in a way that they enjoyed…at the end we felt like we had accomplished
something.”
The show was also live streamed, and photographs later shared, on Instagram. All social
media posts included image descriptions.
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SITE 2: YORK UNIVERSITY
The RP training at York University took place in lecture
halls, board rooms, and in theatres from September
2019 to March 2020, when plans for a relaxed theatre
performance were cancelled due to COVID-19. The 70
to 100 students across two theatre courses were divided into smaller groups and tasked with carrying out
RP-related tasks to be applied to an already-existing
performance, “Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning
Juliet),” held on November 20, 2019. An Access Activator described the professors and Access Activators
asking students
'to take five images from the subway to the
front of the theatre… And another group was
given um, the task of unscrambling some
jargon-y language. And we were like, ‘here are
two full paragraphs of jargon, make this plain
language.’
These in-class activities led to the development of a
visual story that was distributed prior to the “Goodnight
Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet)” performance. The
visual story included photographs of the venue, photographs of the actors, and a photograph of an access
coordinator whom audiences could speak with at or
ahead of the show.
Notably, students from this theatre program explained
that, as part of their training, they also attended several
RPs across Toronto, the largest city developed on the
ancestral territory of the Anishinaabe, before planning
their own relaxed show. One interviewee in this program mentioned that because of their own position as
part of a disability community, the program’s encouragement to attend RPs was very important. However,
as another interviewee pointed out, “We’d never been
given an inside look at how they happen.”

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A screenshot of the front page
of the visual story. In the centre is a faded image in a
duo-chromatic colour scheme of aquas and greys. It
pictures a person’s face close up, looking at the camera.
Below, like a reflection, another face, upside down, looks
up. The image is overlaid with faded, handwritten script
in aqua. In the centre of the image is the play’s title. In
square black font it says, “Goodnight Desdemona” and
below, in a font that resembles free-hand script, “(Good
Morning Juliet).” Above the image it lists the theatre, title,
playwright, director, date, and time for the production. In
sans-serif font it reads: “York University Joseph G. Green
Studio Theatre, Visual Story, For Goodnight Desdemona
(Good Morning Juliet), by Ann-Marie MacDonald, directed
by Jennifer Tarver, Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 7:30
P.M.” Below the image, in sans-serif font, it reads, “Use
this document to prepare and plan out your trip to York
University’s Joseph G. Green Theatre.”
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SITE 3: UNIVERSITY
OF GUELPH
The University of Guelph’s 100-person choral ensemble held 4.5-hour rehearsals on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday evenings between September 2019 and
March 2020, when rehearsals and the final performance, “The Singing Spirit,” was cancelled because of
COVID-19.
Both choir rehearsals and RP training took place on
land originally occupied by the Mississaugas of the
Credit,75 in the sanctuary of Harcourt Memorial United Church, which has tall, arched ceilings and a large
stage where the singers often stood and rehearsed.
The ensembles were made up of a variety of singers.
Some singers were community members who participated in the choir without formalized ties to the university. Other singers were taking the course for university
credit and would receive a grade for their participation,
including their participation in RP training as an interdisciplinary, class-based research project. These
performers were part of at least one of the University of
Guelph’s ensembles: The University of Guelph Symphonic Choir, the Chamber Choir, or Women’s Chamber
Choir. The choir conductor, who was also the course
professor, devoted one complete choir rehearsal to RP
training, followed by three partial rehearsals.
At times, choir members broke into smaller groups—
including a group of seven participants tasked with
planning the relaxed elements of the end-of-semester
concert, also set to be held at the church. This group of
access planners would move to smaller rooms to meet
with the Access Activator who supported their planning.
The student access planners addressed some concerns
about accessible spaces in their draft Access Guide,
which featured photographs of the church parking
lot, entranceway, coat room, and sanctuaries. Much of
this information was sourced from the church itself,
whose website includes information about accessing
the building’s spaces. In emails exchanged between
students, the professor, and the Access Activator prior
to the performance, choir members made suggestions
about how to make the space more accessible.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A screenshot of an Instagram post
from @uoguelphchoir. The graphic is a black square with
large, red block letters which read, “Relaxed Performance.”
Below the text is a yellow square with a large white question
mark. To the right of the graphic is part of the text-based
post by @uoguelphchoir that describes what a Relaxed
Performance is and how it will be used to create an inclusive event. It says, “What is a relaxed performance? Relaxed
Performances are a kind of accessible performance. They
feature elements such as added descriptions, quiet spaces,
and access guides which help make the space and performance more accessible for people of all abilities. In this
event we welcome people from all walks of life. Our purpose
is to be completely inclusive. Whether you are well informed
about classical music, or a first-time concert goer, you are
very welcome. We invite people of all persuasions of religion,
gender identification, culture; people facing all different challenges about health or…”

For example, one person noted that audience members
should be invited to bring cushions or blankets to make
their experience more comfortable.
As the performance was cancelled due to COVID-19,
the promotion for the event was truncated in its early
stages. However, information about RP was included
on the choir’s website for the performance and there
were high contrast social media posts, like the Instagram post above, outlining the use of RP. The use of
high contrast is a point of access for blind or low vision
communities as sufficiently contrasting colours assist
with visibility.76
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A celestial queer being at an “afro-futuristic space-church performance party.” Illuminated in electric
blue, the image radiates with streams of light, glow-in-the dark balloons, and accessories in neon pink and green. In the centre
of the photo is performance artist Tarik Elmoutawakil. Tarik describes himself as a “mixed race north african and european person.” He gazes up, eyes wide and mouth open, as if he calls forth the celebratory current of this moment. His arms are raised
to the sky, palms open. He wears white and silver clothing, glasses, armbands, headband, and lipstick, which reflect the blue
light. In the lower right corner of the photo is another person pictured from the shoulders up, an unidentifiable figure draped in
blue shadows. This image, from Brownton Abbey, “a kaleidoscopic off-world temple performance party” presented at the 2019
Cripping the Arts Symposium, is by Michelle Peek Photography and courtesy of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology
& Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.

RP TRAINING DELIVERY
Overview of RP Training
Each RP training session was led by one or two Access Activators, members of the local
disability arts community invited by the British Council. Each of the Access Activators
interviewed for this research identified as disabled white settlers, and in many instances drew from their own lived experiences to model what it means to make, and be in, a
relaxed space—and learners took notice.77 For example, several interviewees described
an Access Activator who walked into a classroom and immediately dimmed the lights as a
way of “relaxing” the room before the training began:
. . . as soon as [the Access Activator] was like, “hey, can we lower the lights in
here?” It was immediately amazing because I feel like lights are often too bright
in classrooms.
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Another student interviewee recalled a similar experience after an Access Activator dimmed the classroom
lights:

Other students found this approach transformative. One
interviewee described the ways in which an Access
Activator’s “off-script” pedagogy changed their mindset:

I even just remember thinking, “what if we
could have just classes held in this similar
way?” because [the Access Activator] … talked
about how they were kind of having a slow day
and just to kind of bear with them. And they
were going to give themselves space just to
allow for the pace they were at that day. I just
remember thinking, like how useful that sort
of language and that sort of thought process
around delivering a class was. And how much
I appreciate when there are people who are
leading a discussion or a training or a class or
an event who are thinking about different kinds
of accommodation for the different people that
might be in their class. So, it really resonated…

… Being, not to sound cliché, a millennial/Gen
Z person, we want to think like, "Oh. We are
super progressive. We campaign and advocate
for social justice." But, being confronted with
ideas that you thought were progressive but
then suddenly you are confronted with I wasn’t
doing enough… It was jarring a bit but I didn’t
feel uncomfortable. I felt challenged. I liked that
because I was able to then take that training
with me and then let other people know about
it and other situations that I could incorporate
into them. Looking back on it now, it definitely
impacted me in the most positive way I could
think.

At one point, an Access Activator compared ableist
expectations of performances to ableist expectations
in classrooms, relaying stories that reveal some professors’ negative assumptions about students who need to
move around or exit classrooms during lessons. Students
found this comparison relatable, and a faculty member
later remarked that “you can see some of [the students]
relaxing, literally relaxing because of that.” This relatability, the Access Activator later said, was a pedagogical
approach of “performing my own relaxed-ness” and
leading by example.
Students also perceived Access Activators to be modelling empathy through access. Access Activators
described this approach as “going off-script,” even
though the British Council provided them with training
materials to fit into respective curricula, such as marketing and audience development and foundations of
how to relax a public performance. Students responded
positively to this “off-script” approach. “I’m not just
being lectured at,” one student remarked.

Modes of Delivery
Because courses across sites were often scheduled
as three-hour lessons, RP trainings usually took place
in person over three hours, including time allotted for
breaks. Access Activators commonly described the
training time as too condensed. Some felt they could
not get through the complex nuances of disability
justice, critical accessibility, and RP in only a threehour “rapid fire” lecture meant to encompass both
theory and practice. However, participants who were
not Access Activators felt that the condensed sessions
offered them a base from which to understand “larger
historical conversations.”
Notably, many participants named the Access Activators’ social media engagement as the most useful
addition to the RP training. One student told us that
when their Access Activator reacted to the Instagram
posts related to their upcoming RP, it felt like, “Okay,
good, checkmark!” In addition to being a useful tool for
RP training delivery, Instagram proved to be a useful
platform for demonstrating accessibility gestures, such
as employing alternative text in advertising events.
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VITAL PRACTICES
Previous research points to the merit of developing a
set of “best or promising” practices for RP.78 However,
understandings of what constitutes “best or promising
practices” in RP training varied across the three disciplines represented in this research, and it was clear
that there is no one-size-fits-all set of “best” or even
“promising” practices that were relevant to all three
performances. As such, different sites upheld the vitality of RP using various approaches and techniques that
challenged their discipline’s unique conventions and
spoke to context-specific disability communities. These
practices became known as vital practices, which
included the work of understanding, engaging, and
developing non-standardized, flexible guiding steps for
effectively relaxing a show.
For example, X University’s “Diversity in Fashion”
course demonstrated vital practices through the multistep process of

a. learning about accessibility in the field of
fashion,

b. collectively planning a fashion show that
involved social media outreach to the
local disability community, and

c. putting on a “crip” show that offered the
public an embodied, experiential example
of accessible fashion.

In this course, the purpose of RP training was to
introduce students and audience members to critical
disability studies and crip theory as a new, previously unmapped way of interacting with the discipline
of fashion. During a research interview, one student
reflected on the ways in which “deconstructing our own
ideas of the fashion show” kept their accessibility plans
vital:

Just throughout that process, adjustments
being made and realizing, "Oh. This thing
we thought was going to work, isn’t going to
work." … [E]ven with the makeup… [we would]
ask people if they want makeup on or not, if
they want to do their own makeup, or have the
makeup artist do their makeup…instead of just
saying, "Okay. You are all getting your makeup
done by a makeup artist." I know it shifted
my perspective of what kind of questions to
consider.
The student went on to describe their own reorientation
toward RP as one that desired difference as an integral
part of critical accessibility, a practice that is named
elsewhere as a key mode of manifesting access:79
And then those [critical accessibility] questions
became about what would make the person
comfortable instead of what kind of like the
show producers or like in terms of fashion the
designer would want. So, it came throughout
the process and keeping in mind, um, the ideas
we learnt about Relaxed Performances and
making the performance inclusive and… as
enjoyable as possible for the diverse people
who would be there.
What’s more, those involved in the course’s access
team mobilized this message on social media, including through Instagram posts.
Here, vital practices culminated in the intention behind
RP training: to cast students’ fashion-related work in
justice-based theoretical frameworks that reached into
communities.
By contrast, in the theatre context, vital practices were
often described as those that met industry standards
of accessibility and helped students to become more
employable in the Canadian theatre sector. And, in the
choir context, vital practices were difficult to determine
because the performance was cancelled.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: A screenshot of an Instagram post from @cripfashionshow. The text-based graphic uses
purple and black block lettering against a white background to define the words “Crip and Cripping.” The graphic says,
“Crip and Cripping: An activist/artist reclamation of the previously oppressive, derogatory term 'cripple'. The word 'Crip'
is meant to expose how disability and difference can disrupt the everyday in creative, productive ways.” To the right of
the graphic is a caption for the post. It lists the time and location of the Relaxed Performance Fashion Show and offers
an image description. It says, “Relaxed Performance Fashion Show today November 29th @7pm! RSVP link in Bio…
{Image description}: This is a graphic image showing the definition of the word crip. The text is on a white background
decorated with four multicoloured vertical lines of varying lengths. Two lines on the upper-right…”

SUMMARY
Because the length, setting, and purpose of each training session varied across sites
and their respective disciplines, it remains unclear whether there is an ideal format or
set of vital practices for RP training sessions—and enough time to engage them in classroom-based spaces. However, training delivery is enhanced by the leadership of Access
Activators who can draw on their own lived experiences of difference and go “off-script”
as people accessing the arts, either as performers or audience members—or both. These
experiences are relatable for students, and the Access Activator’s place in community
connects them to current disability justice movements that may also reflect learners’ lives
and contribute to the site-specific vitality of RP praxis. Training delivery also benefits from
the integration of social media. Instagram emerged as an important tool for community
connection across sites, demonstrating the growing role of digital interventions in artsbased performance. Especially in cases where shows were cancelled, learners’ engagement with RP in public digital spaces became an important part of experiential learning
around RP.
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Experiences and Impact
of RP Training
FOCUS ON DISABILITY JUSTICE
Community-based RP
One interviewee, who identified as a caregiver, described “a whole parade of people”
in their network who could benefit from RP. It is this parade of people that a disability
justice approach to RP aims to represent, distinguishing itself from individualized compliance-based access gestures. Another key feature of disability justice is the cultivation of
community, and RP thrives in community.80 Therefore, to support capacity-building around
disability justice-oriented RP, the Access Activators, in collaboration with the British Council, designed the training to acknowledge and meet the needs of communities rather than
individuals through performance delivery. One faculty member explained the value of this
distinction:
RP is a tool that is out there in the world and available, but when you are an
audience member or if you sort of witness in a one-off experience or whatever
kind of show it is, it’s not always easy to connect it to the sort of um, deeper
community-rooted activist thought.
Connecting RP to community also supported learners in understanding RP as an evolving
practice and tradition rooted in larger historical conversations relevant to their disciplines.
However, as an Access Activator reminded researchers, “let’s not forget that this started
with Autistic people.” This interviewee stressed the significance of “remembering those
roots” and explained the importance of not “gloss[ing] over Autistic experience in an attempt to broaden who Relaxed Performance can be for.”

Intersectional Tensions
Disability justice is intersectional. For many interviewees, enacting intersectional approaches
to accessibility through RP training and delivery meant paying particular attention to specific groups. Interviewees named the following groups as they spoke about intersectional,
or broader, approaches to accessibility: those with invisible impairments, Deaf people, older
audience members, those intimidated by traditional performance etiquette, and people with
limited access to childcare or who must deal with telling children “to be quiet or keep still.”
One interviewee clearly explained that relaxing a performance is a gesture that doesn’t only
benefit disabled people and should prioritize making performances “less intimidating.”
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Experiences and Impact of RP Training
Although participants were eager to name groups that RP ought to attend to, they also
reported struggles to avoid tokenizing particular groups, especially groups “in close
proximity to one another,” such as in one RP that opened with a land acknowledgement.
This statement was meant to address both disabled and Indigenous audience members.
One participant involved in the performance received critical feedback from audience
members after opening a show with “the standard kind of stand-and-read-from-a-pieceof-paper land acknowledgement.” Similar feedback appeared in our Audience Response
Survey, wherein one respondent wrote, “There should be proper pronunciation of the land
acknowledgement. Everyone should be included.” A second survey respondent explained
that reconciliation is not possible until efforts are made to properly pronounce Indigenous
words in performance spaces, alluding to a mispronunciation during a land acknowledgement.

“

RP’s approach to community building also seemed inadequate for interviewees who
identified as Deaf. In another instance, an interviewee chose to incorporate ASL in their
relaxed show by casting hearing actors who signed parts of the script. The interviewee
received push-back from audience members who identified as Deaf. This attempt to make
a performance more accessible—or “relaxed”—by including ASL was interpreted by audience members as “cripping up,” which refers to instances wherein non-disabled actors
take on the role of a disabled character.81 82 A Deaf participant added to concerns about
misrepresentations of Deaf communities, saying that
RP is, to their mind, more suited for disabled audience
members who hear than for Deaf people. The inter…it’s not always easy to connect it
viewee described RP as an intervention that is “good
to the deeper community rooted
for the greater disability community,” but remains “a
activist thought.
little bit geared toward hearing folks.”

”

SUMMARY
While the purposeful integration of disability justice in the RP Curriculum Pilot was a
standout for many interviewees, integrating an intersectional politic into RP training and
performance delivery proved challenging, and some people reported feeling as though RP
did not properly acknowledge or welcome Deaf and Indigenous communities.
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RE-ASSESSING ACCESSIBILITY

Interpreting “Accessibility” through RP
RP challenges people to reconsider conventional understandings of access. Often, in the
training, Access Activators underscored not only critical accessibility’s concrete resistance
to the isolation of disabled people, but also its function as a pathway to justice.83 This
take-away was well understood by interviewees, one of whom emphasized that access is
always “more than just a wheelchair ramp.” Generally, participants expressed the need for
accessibility to be applied broadly, including and beyond their own classes and performances. For some, a broad interpretation of access in the arts correlated with universal
access. In describing the importance of RP, one interviewee commented on the unifying
power of art:
[art] unites us. Like no matter who you are, it doesn’t really unite us until it’s
accessible to everyone so that everyone can appreciate it. So, it’s not really uniting
the entire world if a portion of the world can’t appreciate it.
Regardless of the ways in which interviewees interpreted access, there was some agreement that accessibility is challenging. For some, accessibility was understood as necessary but challenging in planning contemporary arts-based productions. More than once,
accessibility was characterized by interviewees as “a difficult conversation.” One faculty
member noted that such conversations “opened up a lot of questions that we didn’t anticipate.” These questions, they explained, encapsulated many elements of the production,
including the use of multiple languages, the distribution of honoraria, the integration of
plain language, the teaching of accessible design, and the securing of accessible spaces.
Even so, positioning these RP elements as challenging was met with some resistance and,
again, allusions to universal access. One student said,
the problem I have with people seeing accessibility as a challenge that they
have to work around is that they don’t understand that if they had just said these
are regular things that people need, um, and that if the world was different, this
wouldn’t be about accessibility. Because the world would already be accessible.

Cost of Accessibility
An often-mentioned secondary challenge surrounding access was cost. One choir member
who participated in several singing groups in their own community described a strong desire to make other performances accessible but said “we basically can’t afford it…because
the cost of putting on an [RP] is so expensive.” The interviewee imagined some ways to
cut the costs of an RP—perhaps moving to a different venue or offering a shorter show—
but anticipated that implementing these ideas would degrade the quality of the performance. This type of imaginative budgeting was common across many interviews, and for
others this budgeting went beyond the distribution of money—it also included divvying up
time, labour, and resources.
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“[art] unites us. Like no matter who
you are, it doesn’t really unite us
until it’s accessible to everyone so
that everyone can appreciate it.
So, it’s not really uniting the entire
world if a portion of the world can’t
appreciate it.

”

As one student interviewee noted, the division of labour
around planning an RP in their class seemed uneven, given
that some students were assigned the role of “access leads”
and others were not.
[O]ne thing I’ve thought about coming to this training, is,
um, the labour. Right? The extra labour that you and the
other access leads take on and that I think is free labour;
no one’s paying you for that.

The “Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show at X University,
which cripped a fashion show, faced similar challenges despite its justice-based approach. One interviewee called the strategy of cripping “an ambitious hope” in the face of
austere institutions, explaining that “there was a lot we were trying to do in a short period
of time”:
. . . we were doing everything from, I think, like casting models, um, and we
specifically wanted models who would, who identify—who are disability-identified,
or Deaf-identified, or disability justice allies. . . . which required obviously a lot of
individual meetings with like folks . . . Talking to them about the experience, what
it would be like. Um, and so I think there was just a lot of added—I’m gonna say
work and labour on the part of the students.
Looking beyond the classroom, one faculty member expressed the need for governmental-based funding programs to offset the cost of access. They felt such a strategy would
require that “every theatre company has a plan. And in that plan, they will demonstrate
how they will for at least some of their shows, um, make it accessible.”

SUMMARY
Many participants came to understand new nuances of critical accessibility through RP
training. Commonly, accessibility was understood as a necessary intervention in performance planning and delivery. However, participants pointed out challenges to accessibility,
including cost, labour, and unexpected conversations. These conversations, though, were
also understood as an opportunity to conceive of access more broadly, in justice-informed
ways, such as through the “Beauty to Be Recognized” crip fashion show. This new understanding of access contributes to the vitality of RP, and its malleability.
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IMPACT ON PARTICIPANTS
Embracing RP as Lived Experience
Commonly, interviewees noticed their own lived experiences of accessing the arts reflected in RP training. When asked about how RP training impacts their experiences, some
interviewees recalled memories of feeling anxiety in dark performance spaces or experiencing physical discomfort when sitting at shows for a long stretch of time. Some interviewees also described missing out on shows because sitting still and being quiet for the
length of a choral, fashion, or theatre performance would be impossible for them. Indeed,
in the interviews, many participants shared such experiences with each other and with
Access Activators. One Access Activator described their experiences during classroom
breaks:
More than once students have come up to me either on breaks or after the
session and said, “Hey, actually, like, I have this lived experience of disability. I
don’t usually talk about it in this space because it doesn’t feel like it would be
welcomed, but I feel like I can use that now as a way to advocate and a way in.”
Other students reported that RP training broadened their personal understanding of disability and critical accessibility to include nuanced accounts of community. One interviewee, who identified as Deaf, said that RP training
helped me realize that more focus needs to be
placed on different communities with different
abilities, not just the hearing world and not just
the able-bodied world. . . . I know that in the Deaf
community we view it differently. We don’t see
ourselves as disabled, we just view ourselves as
linguistically different.

“I wish it weren’t radical.

And realistically, [RP] is not a
big ask by any means.

”

Resistance to “Relaxed” Performance
Language around RP was brought into question by interviewees who felt the verb/adjective “relaxed” was suspect and did not fit the accessible intentions of their disciplines or
their performances. Importantly, the term "relaxed" refers to “the spectator’s body and
mind and does not imply a relaxed (in the sense of half-hearted or compromised) performance.”84 Yet, at times, this vernacular represented an offense to disciplinary and artistic
conventions; one interviewee explained that “the nomenclature kept getting in the way…
it’s a tricky one to get past, especially for classical musicians.”
Notably, participants from the University of Guelph choir were quick to trouble the term
“relaxed.” Some initially thought that a “relaxed” performance would mean that they could
approach rehearsals and the performance more casually and described their disappointment upon learning that RP may mean something different.
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[W]hen I heard "relaxed," that word, I got
excited at first because I thought that it was
gonna be about the choir being relaxed. That
we wouldn’t have to be in formal black garb,
that we would maybe be more relaxed in how
we performed and things that way…I thought
it as more for the choir that they would be, uh,
kind of doing more relaxed kind of presentation
where you don’t have the rigid, you know, you
notice we will probably still be wearing our
regular outfits of black and all that sort of thing,
which my mother hates. She says it looks like a
pile of crows.
More pointedly, some performers felt that “relaxing” a
performance risked violating the integrity of traditional
choir conventions. Reorienting toward a performance in
a way that prioritizes critical accessibility “goes against
our training,” one interviewee from choral studies
explained. Interviewees involved in fashion studies
related to this resistance, too. One participant felt
that RP was “a very earnest project” that risked being
understood as too political, or even as radical. They
explained:
I wish it weren’t radical. And realistically, [RP]
is not a big ask by any means. It’s only a big
ask if somebody is really, really into classical
formulations for performance.

While there was less evidence of such tensions in the
theatre context, one interviewee indicated that “relaxing” a performance came with the risk of ostracizing
“diehard theatre purists.” These are people, they explained, who are suspicious of the word “relaxed” and
its links to disability justice—some of whom were RP
Curriculum Pilot participants. One interviewee
explained:
So, I think [students] were really looking to
further develop their skills and their practice as
fashion event producers. And so, the integration
of disability, uh, was something that, for some
of them they didn’t sign up for.
At some sites, interviewees felt that replacing the word
“relaxed” with a word such as “accessible” or “welcoming” would be a more accurate and understandable
way to describe the type of performances RP training
encourages. For example, those behind the “Beauty to
Be Recognized” fashion show rebranded their work and
focused on cripping (rather than relaxing) their fashion
show. While this approach may have staved off criticism about the prospect of a “relaxed” fashion show,
one student pointed out that word-swapping will not
necessarily make RP translatable to industry: “You’re
not going to get a degree in fashion communications
because, like, you care about disability justice.”

SUMMARY
Trainees made immediate, personal, and experiential connections to RP during the RP
training sessions. Yet, some participants felt that the word “relaxed” did not adequately
represent their lived experiences, or the shows they were striving to put together. At times,
the notion of “relaxing” a performance clashed with disciplinary norms, particularly in the
choral and fashion sectors. This incongruity in perceptions of RP is notable given that
each site had a uniquely distinct, and separate, experience of RP training and delivery
due to COVID-19. Specifically, the relaxed choir performance was cancelled, meaning that
these participants did not have an opportunity to deliver a relaxed show and test some of
their expressed reservations toward “relaxing” their event.
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IMPACT ON AUDIENCE MEMBERS
Audience Experiences
Of those who responded to the surveys, 75% had already attended a similar type of
show—a fashion show or theatre performance—in the past, though only 15% of respondents had attended a RP of any kind. When asked if the relaxed format impacted their
decision to attend, 45 people responded “not at all,” while 16 people responded “completely” (see Figure 4).
In total, 72 respondents reported that the RP format met their needs as audience members (Figure 5).

Audience Feedback
When asked what they liked about the show, audience members reflected on the invitational nature of RP, sharing that “it felt more comfortable,” and that “it invites the audience to enjoy the art however they choose.” One patron appreciated that the fashion
show’s atmosphere “didn’t have to be so serious.” More specifically, one respondent
explained that although they had read a lot about RPs, they had never attended one, “so it
was interesting to see the elements.” Still another respondent wrote that they were glad to
stand up, move around, and capture photos and videos of their loved ones who were performing. One audience member summed it up by writing: “The feeling of judgement was
GONE – I knew I was in a safe space.”
When asked what they didn’t like about the RPs, survey respondents commented on the
use of cell phones during the theatre performance and a shortage of seating at the fashion show. One respondent reported that “people getting up and talking are distracting.”

Figure 4
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION:
This horizontal chart visually
represents responses to the
question of whether the relaxed
nature of the show impacted
a respondent’s decision to
attend the show. Thick red lines
represent a scale, ranging from
1) not at all to 5) completely.
They indicate that 45 people
responded “not at all,” while 16
people responded “completely.”
Nine additional respondents
answered in the middle range,
between two and four.
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Figure 5
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: This horizontal chart uses thick red lines to represent “yes” or “no” responses to the question about
whether the RP format of the show met audience member’s needs. It shows that 72 respondents reported that the RP format
met their needs and three responded that the RP format did not meet their needs.

Two respondents disliked that the theatre performance
was explained to the audience before the show began
and indicated that there is no need to “explain the
theatrical elements” before a theatre performance. Our
interviews, as well, revealed similar audience pushback. One student described the importance of ensuring their show was advertised as an RP through social
media and elsewhere, for fear of audience resistance:
Some people get pissed off. They get pissed off
when they find out it’s a Relaxed Performance
and they don’t know it. They were coming to see
a regular performance.

Participants as Patrons
In addition to data collected from audiences, interviewees—students, faculty, and Access Activators—often recalled or could anticipate their own experiences
as audience members when asked about the impact
of RP. It was clear from our interviews that RP training participants could relate to prospective audiences
by drawing on their own memories. One interviewee
explained:
I know how important it is for someone to
need to step out of the theatre, and I don’t
understand why that’s not a regular practice.

Um, to allow an audience to have the freedom
to move within, within and out [of] a theatre.
It’s such a basic necessity, cause like people
need to go to the washroom, too. And I feel
like there’s always this worry-ness about being
polite, um, and it’s also, I, I deal with anxiety…
and theatre audiences can tend to get kind of
claustrophobic depending on how the theatre is
set up.
The vitality of RP also surfaced in participants’ perceptions of how their own RPs helped them engage
more broadly in their creative work. One participant
explained that “if we design for the margins it’s better
for everybody.” They went on:
. . . it kind of opens up various forms of
performances. I think it also, after going
through the workshop, I think I have a better
vernacular for seeing accessibility in creative
work. Sort of thinking like, "Oh… maybe that
wouldn’t be such a great idea if people don’t
know what’s going on. Maybe people can’t just
be surprised by things like that because it could
cause very real trauma for people who don’t
know what’s going on."
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Reaching New Audiences
RP training was described by some participants as an “eye-opening” experience that
allowed them to reach new audiences. As one student said in response to questions about
the impact of RP training on their learning: “It just makes sense, like, why would you be
cutting off your audience when you don’t need to?” The idea that RP expands one’s audience was a focal point for many participants, and RPs were appealing given their perceived power to bring in diverse patrons. As one participant was anticipating their upcoming RP, they told researchers:
I’m really hoping that I see a lot more diversity
in the audience and more, um, I mean, I’ll be
delighted if I see people in the audience that
are really responding in a special way because
they’ve been able to come. Um, hopefully see
more accessibility, like in a physical sense you
see people there. Cause they’re gonna try to
advertise more to different groups to make sure
they’re aware of the performance; we’d really
see a different kind of community coming out.

“I know how important it is for

someone to need to step out of the
theatre, and I don’t understand why
that’s not a regular practice.

”

One interviewee articulated a desire to see other audience members “visibly swaying or
doing something to the music, or even singing along.” They indicated that witnessing such
behaviour would mean “we’ve actually achieved some of the goals of this RP.”
These expectations and desires for new audiences were also often paired with a reminder
that without connection to the community these new audiences would not materialize. As
one faculty member stated, “It’s one thing to say that you offer, I don’t know, ASL interpretation, and then what does that mean when you actually, uh, have you know, Deaf community members come to your theatre?”

SUMMARY
Most audience respondents in this study reported a positive experience attending the
RPs delivered at two sites. At times this favourable response was calibrated, however, by
interviewees’ experiences with negative feedback from audiences. Such audience responses were undesirable for interviewees given that the mark of a successful RP was,
prospectively, audience engagement with the show in particular embodied ways that do
not subscribe to traditional expectations of audience behaviour. However, RPs’ emphasis
on audience experience also supported participants in recalling their own experiences as
audience members and anticipating audience’s experiences.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: Rachael Young, interdisciplinary artist, performs onstage in Brownton Abbey, a performance party
featuring queer people of colour, particularly with disabilities, as “celestial beings from queer dimensions.” Rachael stands
at a microphone, and touches the cords hanging over its stand with her left hand. Similar cords are draped down the front of
her body. She wears a one-sleeved glittery top and a pair of shorts. Behind her, a very large ball gown-style skirt in dark, shiny
fabric lies on the stage. The stage lights shine golden beams across Rachael’s face, arms and legs, and over a royal blue and
fuchsia background. The photo is from the 2019 Cripping the Arts symposium, and is by Michelle Peek Photography, courtesy
of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.
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IMPACT ON ORGANIZATIONAL SHIFTS
Diversity Agendas
For many, RP emerged as practice related to institutional diversity agendas that are currently trending in university culture. Diversity and inclusion agenda principles are used by
many organizations and institutions to communicate their commitments toward the fair
and respectful treatment of all equity-deserving groups. Notably, there is no agreed-upon
meaning of the word “diversity.” This is a contemporary buzzword often used by institutions to promote these agendas.85
Diversity agendas were understood by some interviewees to be new, policy-informed
practice that set the industry standard for higher education. As such, incorporating diversity in curriculum was a move endorsed by some and not
others:
It’s not like we just pick [accessibility] up and drop
it, right? And but you also can’t really integrate those
things into a curriculum if you’re not setting some of
those examples. That’s, I think, where some of the
older institutions maybe shy away from some of it
because of whether they’re dealing with faculty that
are tenured or, but they may be lacking diversity in
their organization, like so it’s, I think that’s where we
can find some challenges.

“…there’s so many lightbulb

moments when people are exposed,
even the smallest bit, to disability
culture, and how access to the arts is
so life-giving.

”

Notably, some interviewees connected diversity and diversity agendas to other industry
trends. For example, a community member linked their organization’s accessibility practices to theatre companies in Toronto:
. . . it’s becoming kind of a gold standard, or maybe not even a gold standard,
it’s becoming increasingly part of, um, what professional theatres are offering to
their audiences. And so because we want our students to be able to go out into
professional theatre, not even just professional, we want them to leave and go out
and be able to take some of the tools and understanding of Relaxed Performance
with them wherever they end up.
The community member noted, however, that the “majority of arts organizations’ accessible strategy is focused on the audience and not focused on artists.”
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Intersectionality and
Organizational Shifts
Many interviewees were unsure what steps to take to
practice intersectional performance-making in their
organizations. For example, there was recognition that
it is appropriate for organizations to bring on disabled
people to lead this type of training, but this move still
risks excluding Deaf culture:
I’ve heard, especially in the most recent
training I participated in, from Deaf folks, that
they still feel like Deaf culture is not integrated
as much as it could be, um, in relaxed spaces.
And of course, that’s something that comes up,
um, that sometimes a Relaxed Performance is
separate from an ASL-interpreted performance.
Interviewees spoke about the need to connect Relaxed
Performance to an intersectional disability culture in
order to keep the practice vital. For example, one Access Activator stated that
if you are completely unfamiliar with disability
culture, um, with disability studies, with
disability justice… you might understandably
see Relaxed Performance as an annoying
checklist of extra things that you don’t
understand… But there’s so many lightbulb
moments when people are exposed, even
the smallest bit, to disability culture, and how
access to the arts is so life-giving.
This framing of RP as “life-giving” gestures to the
vitality of RP as praxis that is communicable, shareable,
and contagious.86 Importantly, the same Access Activator articulated the need to weave disability justice
into the training in a way which recognizes embodied
knowledge in the space while also accounting for those
who have no knowledge of disability culture. Moreover,
the need to present this material as “life-giving” and
vital without being pedantic was also raised. A faculty
member questioned,

And how can we create it so it’s a community
that’s shifting, as opposed to here’s the
instruction, now do it? So, it’s parts of it that
are reinforcing each other to create a, um,
a fuller understanding, an embodiment of
understanding and being able to wrap your
head around it from a number of different…
angles.

Understanding RP as (not)
a Checklist
Several of those interviewed queried the tension between RP as a vital, “life-giving” practice and ensuring
that certain forms of access were addressed. As one
student described RP, “I feel like the meaning of it is
literally in the title of it. Where it’s just... there’s a foundation but there’s no set structure.” Advocating for a
non-prescriptive approach, one student explained that
RP “shouldn’t ever be rushed” and “shouldn’t ever be
something that you feel you just need to do because
that’s what the, uh, industry calls for right now.” Another
interviewee, who identified as disabled and explained
that they benefited from RP, felt that it risks becoming generic if it takes on a universal, checklist-based
approach, noting “I don’t ever want there to be a list of
‘this is how you help everyone with [my disability].’”
Conversely, other interviewees were well attuned to the
expectations of their industry’s diversity and inclusion
expectations and felt a more prescriptive checklist
approach could support students in learning how to
produce and evaluate the quality of RPs. For example, as one participant prepared for the “Beauty to
Be Recognized” fashion show, they referenced other
equity-based checklists they discovered in their course
readings. They also recalled drawing on sample Access
Guides, including the 2019 Cripping the Arts Access
Guide which acted as a template for the “Beauty to Be
Recognized” Access Guide. The student recalled using
these materials as a “blueprint” for their own materials,
which had them scouting out venue accessibility. Having examples of accessibility standards helped them to
think through “the dimensions of this space”:
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How accessible are these bathrooms, really?
What services do they have, what things are
available, how many washrooms are there?
How are they marked? What kind of other
washrooms are available? Are they gender
neutral?… Is it accessible for people with
children? Is it accessible for people who
menstruate and might need, um, hygiene
products related to that? Um…is uh, does it
have space available for someone to operate a
wheelchair?…What are the dimensions of the
doorways in and out of different areas of the
building? How wide is the hallway?…Would two
people in wheelchairs, for example, be able to
move past each other…?
Participants’ meticulous assessments of physical
performance spaces were paired with an invitational
attitude toward difference, which allowed for access
practices to emerge organically. Models were recruited
from disability communities via social media, and were
given agency over their own representation: how they
would be described, how they wished to move down
the runway, and the music that accompanied their
movements, and were “asked to wear something they
felt beautiful in.” One participant described a surprising moment of accessibility that emerged during the
“Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show:
we had some Deaf or hard of hearing people
come down the runway. Instead of clapping,
[the audience] would do the hand motion. And
the entire crowd [got] on board with that.
In this example, relaxed fashion show participants
enacted access in two ways. First, by following well-established guidelines that supported their creation of
context-specific accessibility standards. Second, by
making space for embodied difference that was openly
desired and therefore openly celebrated. This two-fold
process, one participant said, was “a balancing act.”
They explained:
it’s important to communicate what you will
be doing and letting people know why you are
doing it that way…someone may be able to
manage it or make the decision of whether they

want to manage it…sometimes it can just not be
possible to meet every single need.

Teaching Perceived RP Standards
Reflecting on a semester of RP training delivery, one
Access Activator asked an important question: “what
is a Relaxed Performance?” This question pointed out
that even to those whose work and lives are deeply
informed by RP, it can remain difficult to pindown a
precise definition of what RP is meant to be. The interviewee went on:
Um, what is a successful Relaxed Performance?
What does it need to be Relaxed Performance?
And it’s kind of funny because we keep—we
always say, well there’s not a checklist—except
when… something [is missing], then we’re like…
well there should’ve been this.
Another Access Activator highlighted the disconnect
between wanting students to take up RP as an evolving
praxis while recognizing the institutional barriers students were working within. Following an RP, they described their own conflicted feelings about RP checklists:
Yeah, there should have been a checklist. So
I’m feeling really conflicted in that because you
know, they, they had their house lights relatively
up, they… but you know, there was no food or
drink allowed. So is that a real and full Relaxed
Performance? I mean, the way that we’re
training it, yeah. It is. However, a lot of people
who access Relaxed Performances for access
reasons and who teach it and who do them, get
very stickler and are very picky and are very
particular about it and I, I’m very conflicted in
that because I—it isn’t regulated in a way that
like ASL interpretation is.
This interviewee argued that the tension between “lifegiving” praxis and checklists made RP difficult to teach:
“because we don’t have standards…Relaxed Performance is very…hard to teach.”
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SUMMARY
Although many participants approached RP as a non-prescriptive “life-giving” endeavour,
some RP Curriculum Pilot interviewees felt pulled between checklist-based approaches
that meet or exceed their industry’s individual accommodation standards (such as those
exemplified through diversity agendas) and the expansive principles of disability justice
and crip theory that cannot always be neatly contained or prescribed. While at times they
felt conflicted about it, interviewees clearly told us that there were benefits to using both
approaches at once: instructional checklists support the pragmatic parts of pulling together an RP while an open-ended, justice-oriented approach to RP made space for a variety
of embodied differences and guarded against RP becoming formulaic. Nevertheless,
participants reported that this nuanced approach remains challenging to measure and to
teach.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: Actor Yousef Kadoura kneels onstage against a blue background, looking intently at the object he is
holding. He is surrounded by several other objects, including a pink mesh pouf, an open book, and a brown hiking boot with a
bundle of sticks placed in it. Yousef is wearing colourful lipstick, has short, brown, curly hair and wears multiple layers of sweaters and scarves in different colours. This image is from Brownton Abbey, “a kaleidoscopic off-world temple performance party”
presented at the 2019 Cripping the Arts Symposium. The photo is by Michelle Peek Photography, courtesy of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.
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IMPACT ON UNIVERSITY POLICIES
RP Training in Classrooms
A majority of participants felt that RP training belonged in classrooms and was an impactful and memorable part of their post-secondary training. Attendees in the York University
theatre program keenly felt the need for classroom-based RP training that would prepare
them for their industry. As one student stated, “We’re always having conversations about
accessibility, but we never get trained in it.” The RP Curriculum Pilot proved meaningful to
them because it was their first exposure to the broad history of disability activism at the
roots of this intervention. Some students knew about RP but had never experienced RP
training. As one student put it,
I knew about accessibility... and all that, but a lot of, I don’t know where it comes
from actually. Um, cause not a lot of that is taught... you talk about genres and,
and, new forms that change stuff. But you don’t talk about accessibility, which is
weird.
Along with the work of contextualizing access, RP training offered students new lessons in language and advocacy that disrupted commonly held, medicalized understandings of disability as a problem to be fixed or merely
accommodated. One participant involved in X University’s “Beauty to Be Recognized” fashion show recalled
their first RP training experience:

“[I realized] that it’s not about

fixing, it’s about embracing. It
definitely changed the way I look at
disability.

”

We really emphasized on, in the beginning, the kind of language that goes around
disability and people who have disabilities and what accommodation looks like…
this was the part that kind of got uncomfortable for me. I was confronted with the
fact that as an able-bodied person, we are taught to look at disability and people
with disability as something that…needs to be fixed… [I realized] that it’s not
about fixing, it’s about embracing. For me, it was a complete 180 degree in shift of
thinking. It definitely changed the way I look at disability.
Conversely, while several interviewees from the University of Guelph choir said they found
the training enjoyable and meaningful, it came as a surprise to many who at first did not
perceive a need to “relax” a choir performance prior to the RP training. Some choir members expressed frustration about participating. In recalling their first experience with RP
training, one person said, “We want to sing, not be in a [training] thing!”
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Keeping RP Vital
Several of those interviewed highlighted the need to
keep RP vital both through financial resources and continued training. One Access Activator was hopeful and
wondered if student interest would act as a “snowball”
and encourage a continuation of RP in university spaces. And a student asserted that if people understood
the need for RP the cost wouldn’t be questioned.
Because if you have people who don’t
understand it, you’ll get blowback and be like,
well why are we using that money for that, or
why are we dedicating [the] time and resources
for this?
This was contrasted by those who, while recognizing
the interest in RP, queried its financial sustainability.
One student questioned the value of financially supporting RP while not supporting other interventions:
Unless there’s some kind of additional
government subsidy for this or something, you
know? But then you have to think even deeply,
like, what is it we’re subsidizing exactly and
what are the competing, um, uh…projects that
could instead be subsidized?
The issue of financial support linked directly to other
comments about the need for continued training in
order to sustain RP as a practice. One student felt that
additional “check-ins” would be helpful to ensure that
information was retained and for space for additional
questions and evolutions to the praxis. Another student
felt that yearly follow-ups around critical accessibility
were needed to keep updated around topics of concern
for disability communities.

Contending with Institutional Time
One Access Activator said that the time needed to
include RP in a classroom-based show was at odds
with institutional timelines, such as rehearsal time
and scheduled semesters. The Access Activator noted

that institutional policies, such as grading, “can inform
enthusiasm and time and spoons” and that faculty are
caught up in “time and budget constraints.” 87
Some interviewees felt that RP needed to be grounded
in the curriculum, yet the precarity of university labour
put up barriers. As one Access Activator noted, grounding RP in the curriculum would ensure students weren’t
“thrown into a lecture on, like, disability justice 101”
without context; one student pointed out if RP is not
embedded in the curriculum some students may not
“realize why we should be having this conversation.”
However, our interview data indicates that these conversations are taking place in austerity-based university structures where, as one community member put
it, “they [could] cut the course, cause they’re cutting
things left and right.” One faculty member questioned
the loading of additional RP and accessibility-related
work on sessional instructors’ time-constrained contract:
[W]e also just can’t add work onto our jobs
without figuring out what that means for our
contracts. Like what are you going to do for
time, how are you going to make sure that we
can actually do it?
Another faculty member indicated that they were making RP “mandatory in the contracts” of new hires in
order to address this issue, while another interviewee
said that the development of secure, permanent positions where RP was an area of expertise could help
address this problem. Other interviewees recognized
their own power and privilege in implementing RP,
particularly if they held positions wherein they could
access university funding to implement RPs.
Finally, one interviewee emphasized the importance
of university–community partnerships related to RP,
stating, “developing those relationships and collaborations with community and with practice is gonna be
essential.”
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Feedback as Necessity
Every site had a plan for participant feedback on RP training and its impact on its coursework, classes, and university experience, but these plans unravelled with the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Several interviewees stressed the need for ongoing feedback processes to ensure that
RP remains vital in their practices, and in universities. One interviewee described the
importance of receiving feedback from Access Activators as they planned the X University-based crip fashion show:
I remember having questions and I remember being able to ask [the Access
Activators]… they were around and we had their emails and could email them if
we had any additional questions or anything like that. Yeah, so it was more than
just training, which I think was really, really helpful because it was kind of ongoing
training.
One student whose performance was cancelled wondered how it would have been received by audiences, and said they were looking forward to the audience feedback. Another student had hoped for a debriefing session with classmates, performers, and an Access
Activator, stating that it would be valuable for all involved to reflect on the experience. One
Access Activator with previous experiences debriefing with groups explained the importance of this process. Group reflection, they said, made people feel equipped to carry out
future RPs. Some participants described the type of group reflection they hoped for in the
future from both audiences and RP participants:
. . . even if it’s not like as big of a thing as this formalized, um, process is. So
maybe to say, hey, your Access Guide is awesome; you should keep using that. Or,
like, what skills do you feel you learned from this that you can carry forward into
other spaces? Um, and just get a read on how, how it went for everyone.

SUMMARY
RP training was understood to be an important addition to existing post-secondary curricula for its ability to prepare students for their respective industries, genres, and sectors,
and broaden their thinking about disability and intersecting topics, such as critical accessibility. Participants recognized that these lessons were offered in institutional settings,
which are couched in already-existing policies and practices that informed class structures and institutional timelines, consequently dampening opportunities to keep RP vital.
Organizing policy around accessibility is complex in university spaces, especially where
theory and practice struggle under institutional-level restrictions such as cost, labour
conditions, and institutional timelines. Many respondents were unsure how to intervene
in existing university policy beyond diversity agenda measures and vague suggestions of
community connections and felt that group reflection may be a useful way of unpacking
RP’s impact on university policy.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION: Interdiscipinary artist Rachael Young performs onstage in Brownton Abbey, a “UK-based Afro-Futurist
performance party with a Space Church theme” at the 2019 Cripping the Arts Symposium. The stage lights shine on her face
as Rachael leans forward and looks out over the audience, her arms stretched away from her sides. She wears a one-sleeved
glittery top. Behind her, the background is royal blue. The photo is by Michelle Peek Photography, courtesy of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.
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Recommendations
The data presented in the above sections offers an update on the 2019 Relaxed
Performance: Exploring Accessibility in the Canadian Theatre Landscape report based on
the follow-up 2019–2020 RP Curriculum Pilot. Participants’ insights reveal the relevance
and need for RP training to support emergent practitioners across sectors as they explore
and expand upon community-building, theory, and the creative work of maintaining RP as
a “life-giving” and evolving praxis both within and outside of higher education institutions.
Based on the data generated and analyzed through our research into the RP Curriculum
Pilot, we offer four key recommendations around the interlocking concepts of teaching,
content, praxis, and policy:

1.

Enacting RP Pedagogies

2.

Maintaining Vital Practices

3.

Decolonizing RP

4.

Expanding Accessibility Funding Models

IMAGE DESCRIPTION: Interdisciplinary artist Ebony Rose Dark performs in Brownton Abbey, a performance party by queer
people of colour, with a theme described as “Intergalactic techno church realness.” Using a white cane, Ebony Rose walks
across a brightly-lit stage in front of a black and blue background. They wear black Mary Jane heels, a hot pink body suit, and
a large, crown-like silver headpiece with stars. A long, translucent plastic veil is attached to the headpiece and their wrists, and
billows behind them. The photo is from the 2019 Cripping the Arts Symposium, and is by Michelle Peek Photography, courtesy
of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.
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Discussion of Recommendations
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 ECOMMENDATION 1:
R
Enacting RP pedagogy
Unfolding throughout this report is the development of a new form of pedagogy that applies RP strategies to
learning spaces, such as classrooms, and draws on critical accessibility and crip theory. In this study, Access
Activators across disciplines “relaxed” classrooms and “cripped” performances through context-specific critical
pedagogy.
Critical pedagogy, like RP, is a “life-giving,” moving praxis that constantly changes. Both often involve the experiential and reflexive teaching and learning strategies described in this report, and neither is limited by discipline.
In other words, when its accessible, justice-based performance strategies are applied to the classroom, RP praxis
becomes a critical pedagogical approach.
For these reasons, we recommend the development of RP pedagogy. RP pedagogy is a critical, community-led,
and context-specific pedagogical approach that leads with difference and disability justice, and is distinguished
by its iterative, site- and discipline-specific methods of “relaxing” learning and teaching spaces. RP pedagogy
can be applied to each of the disciplines represented in this report—fashion, theatre, and choral studies—and
marks a critical, crip theory–informed interdisciplinary contribution to the field of education.

Leading with Difference

“Relaxing” the Classroom

Previous research explains that RP training works best
when it is led by, for, and with communities of difference; participants benefit from disability-led training
that includes awareness of intersectional, multi-politic
movements.88 Our findings reveal that not only must
RP be led by communities of difference, it must also
include time and resources to engage local learners,
artists, and audiences who remain excluded from performance-based arts. This means there must be space
to develop and nurture an experiential, responsive
pedagogy that is directly relevant to learners who are
integrating disability justice and RP into work embedded in colonial institutional settings, changing industry
and disciplinary conventions, and addressing evolving
community needs. Access Activators who hold current,
localized knowledge of disability communities and crip
theory are in the best position to mobilize such experiential pedagogy and make curriculum-based decisions
about how RP training might evolve.

In this RP Curriculum Pilot, Access Activators dimmed
classroom lights, described their embodiment, and
spoke out against ableism. In so doing, Access Activators were “relaxing” the classroom (“performing” relaxed-ness) in ways that were relatable to students
and transferrable to students’ productions.
And, although they came to training sessions with
pre-prepared curriculum materials designed based on
findings from the 2019 "Relaxed Performance: Exploring Accessibility in the Canadian Theatre Landscape
report", Access Activators’ improvisational, “off-script”
approach spoke directly to students in the moment and
resisted traditional, institutional ideals of knowledge
sharing—ultimately reflecting the vitality of RP. These
accounts speak to a “relaxed” form of training, wherein principles of RP are applied to classroom-based
training sessions, effectively “relaxing” the training
and enacting a new, context-specific RP pedagogy. We
recommend that future Access Activators carry forward
this approach, “relaxing” and making more accessible
the learning spaces they encounter, including digital
learning spaces which are described below.
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Centring Context-specific Pedagogy
Context-specific pedagogy, or local pedagogy, refers to
curriculum work that is framed by a range of available
artifacts, technologies, and producers that respond to
dilemmas that emerge in the moment.89 Context-specific pedagogy may begin with curricula guidelines,
but it is ultimately a central mode of responding to
students’ disciplinary needs. Access Activators in this
study engaged in context-specific pedagogy when
they drew on past RP materials, engaged students in
social media, and “relaxed” the classroom using strategies listed above. This engagement took place across
disciplines as learners planned three distinct RPs in
different locations, proving that RP pedagogy can be
context-specific while remaining critical, transdisciplinary, and student-centred as learners develop their
own local understandings of what critical accessibility
in performance means to themselves and their communities across sectors.

Although specific disciplines may have an interest in
teaching learners about privilege, this reflection and
others described by research reports, is made possible through justice-based RP pedagogy that is led by
difference. Taking RP pedagogy as an effective, critical approach, we recommend that future RP training
continue to be difference-led in flexible, non-generic
ways that respond to learners’ immediate personal and
professional contexts.
Importantly, RP pedagogy must continue to evolve as
RP spreads across various sectors. This report reveals
an urgent need for RP pedagogy to include three key
interrelated actions explained below: keeping RP vital,
decolonizing RP, and supporting RP training by expanding accessibility funding models.

Context-specific pedagogy is strengthened by reflexivity. The impact of a reflexive pedagogical approach is
demonstrated in participants’ testimony of attitudinal
(and perceptual/emotional) change mentioned throughout this report, as well as in the production (or planned
production) of public-facing RPs. For example, months
after their RP training, one interviewee described a
reflection assignment they wrote about the experience
of “cripping” a fashion show.
What I wrote mainly was about how, like the
challenge that it was to be confronted. I’m a
person of colour, and a woman, and I come
from a family of refugees. But I guess what
was most jarring, in that I really reflect on, was
being confronted with a privilege you didn’t
know. Or you didn’t fully realize you had.
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 ECOMMENDATION 2:
R
Maintaining Vital Practices
RP pedagogy and RP praxis must develop and continually reimagine strategies for enacting and building upon
flexible, site-specific vital practices. Although disability justice frameworks are useful in explaining access, and
guidelines for strong accessibility practices and policies are widely available, RP praxis and pedagogy must
directly and imaginatively respond to the accessibility needs of the people involved in RP training and RP productions. These needs will change with each community and with each performance.

Developing Vital Practices

Keeping Vitality Context-specific

Unlike “best or promising practices” that accommodate difference and have been recommended to
support accessible artmaking in the past,90 enacting
vital practices speaks to a strong desire for calling in,
or including, difference as an integral part of evolving
accessibility praxis.

Aligned with RP pedagogy, vital practices are site- and
context-specific. Enacting vital practices refers to
context-appropriate understandings of disability history, culture, and aesthetics that support RP planners in
implementing site-appropriate accessibility strategies.

A 2020 Bodies in Translation (BIT) toolkit called Vital
Practices in the Arts expands on the importance of
developing and sharing resources for “cultivating and
showcasing non-normative artistic production.”91 Following guidelines from this toolkit, the work of cultivating non-normative performance through context-specific RP pedagogy informed by critical and crip theory
is more nuanced than simply developing and abiding
by a checklist-based approach to accessibility.

For example, developing a collection of localized, vital
practices in consultation with local Deaf communities
can support decision-making around accessibility-based
available and appropriate resources. Although the inclusion of ASL in public performance is a commonly-held
practice requirement in Ontario, integration of ASL interpretation is a practice that varies from region to region
on Turtle Island; it should not be assumed that integrating ASL into a performance is culturally appropriate for
all Deaf communities, or that securing Deaf ASL interpreters is possible without understanding interpreters’
availability from place to place, or that ASL (as opposed
to other variations of signed language or technologies
for people who are hard of hearing and who may not
know a signed language) is the desired linguistic intervention. With the nuances of Deaf communities’ needs
in mind, RP practitioners may begin to respond to findings that suggest that RP currently prioritizes hearing
people’s experiences and underrepresents Deaf artists
and arts patrons.
In other words, if a “best or promising practice” is to
include ASL in performances, a vital practice might
involve making time to consult with Deaf and disability
arts communities as described by the Canada Council
for the Arts,92 including Deaf, hard of hearing, deaf-blind,
and other artists,93 to develop a stronger understanding
of their context-specific practices, needs, and interests.
Such vital practices can be supported by policy, as described in our fourth recommendation below.
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Moving RPs Online
Currently, cultivating vital RP practices involves the
digitization of non-normative performance. As performances move online with respect to the COVID-19
pandemic and online activism related to social inequities, RP must follow.
RP pedagogy must explore ways of developing and
sustaining virtual performances in digital media. The
notion of which practices are vital has changed drastically and quickly over the course of this research.
In 2019 the British Council and BIT identified a need
to integrate RP training materials into select courses
at three universities; only a year later each of these
courses were taking place entirely online and in-person
RPs were cancelled. This stark change to the form of
performance impacts Access Activators, students, faculty, all RP practitioners, and audience members alike,
sidelining previous “best and promising” practices and
prompting major changes to what might be considered
vital practices—strategies with which participants continue to grapple.

During an interview, one participant said,
I think there’s something relaxed about being
able to watch a performance or even, like,
conduct an interview like this. Like, I’m in my
bedroom, you know? Within your own space.
Being able to watch it, like, in a comfortable
environment that you are familiar with. Not
having to travel and have all the stress that
comes from getting to a new, like travelling to a
new space or a new building. Or, like, a part of
the city you don’t know as well.
With RP pedagogy in mind, we propose that it is possible to keep RP moving through the integration of vital
practices—even those that encompass strategies that
are still unknown.

One interviewee who participated in this research
following the onset of COVID-19 described their parttime job in an art exhibit held at a time when performance spaces remained largely closed. They described
longer-running, drive-in style exhibits where “spacing
is very important,” but pointed out that this type of accessibility relied on people to have access to a vehicle.
They also critiqued events that aimed to incorporate
individual patrons' risk levels as segregating because
they continue to leave out disabled people. “I’m painting a bleak picture,” they said.
Nevertheless, other post-pandemic interviewees were
hopeful, and perceived this digital turn to be an opportunity. Some suggested that emerging artists will find ways
to blend physical and virtual spaces: “What a better time
than right now to do that?” And, at times, others echoed
sentiments from disability communities that suggest
disabled people have engaged in art-making and other
forms of social participation and culture-making virtually, and prior to pandemic conditions.94
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 ECOMMENDATION 3:
R
Decolonizing RP
It is time to decolonize RP. Both RP and RP pedagogy are rooted in disability justice, which has radical decolonizing potential that can be enacted in learning spaces and through performances.95 Because RP resists ableism,
it should be clearly stated in RP pedagogy and through RP performances that ableism is a central tool of colonialism.96
This recommendation is predicated on the understanding that decolonization is a fraught and contested process
in disability-related work, including that which takes place in higher education contexts whose colonial legacies
are complex and met with different forms of resistance. Any commitment to decolonizing RP must be a long-term
commitment that involves consultation with local Indigenous communities, and will therefore vary from one site
to the next and will change over time. Because RP is very disability-focused, decolonizing RP also requires participants to assess the colonial contours of disability in particular locations; we offer the following strategies as
steps toward decolonizing RP through both RP pedagogy and relaxed performance.

Decolonizing Disability in
Higher Education
Within higher education, the respective disciplines
represented in this report—fashion studies, theatre,
and choral studies—continue to evolve, with varying
degrees of interest in decolonization. And from within these disciplines, performances are planned and
offered to the public. When these performances are
“relaxed,” they are designed with disability and its
intersections in mind, which means they must become
involved in emergent conversations about the ways in
which disability and critical accessibility are understood by local Indigenous communities.
Such conversations attend to disability97 and justice98
as colonial constructs and call up the lived realities
of people who are disabled by colonization and “what
it means to be disabled on colonized lands.”99 These
conversations also shed critical light on concerns
around Indigenous people’s invisibility within disability
communities,100 and uncertainty about how disability-related legislation impacts Indigenous peoples.101
Decolonizing disability in higher education is a complex, ongoing process that, when explored through context-specific RP pedagogy, contributes to RP’s vitality.

Decolonizing RP
Qwo-Li Driskill (Cherokee) calls for disability justice to
centre decolonization, and to Indigenize the work of
disability justice through activism that draws on resistive traditions.102 Because it is so heavily influenced by
disability justice, RP pedagogy and praxis represent
a space where the work toward decolonized disability
justice can take place.
As a basic first step toward decolonizing RP, context-specific RP pedagogy should include demonstrations of and teaching about the needs, interests,
and worldviews of local Indigenous communities
and non-prescriptive decolonizing gestures learned
in consultation with these local communities. These
needs and protocols will vary from one RP training
site to another, and can manifest differently on stage:
Indigenous disabled people in Turtle Island experience
unique barriers to accessing performances that are experienced differently across regions and this should be
acknowledged. In keeping with the earlier recommendation to develop vital practices, and considering that
disability and Indigeneity are subject to overlapping
oppressions, RP planning must account for the specific
needs of Indigenous disabled people accessing the
arts. In some contexts, this may mean including Indigenous Sign Languages in productions, or accounting
for specific transportation barriers. As Jen Deerinwater
(Cherokee) points out, “If your reserve doesn’t have
roads, you aren’t getting [accessible] transit.”103
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Opening with Land
Acknowledgements
Robinson reminds us that decolonization may begin
with a land acknowledgement, because such acknowledgements address the Indigenous people and lands
upon which our research and performances take place.
However, he cautions: “To read and repeat prescriptive
acknowledgement without variance runs counter to
the foundational values of acknowledgement.”104 This
learning is apparent in our data: RP Curriculum Pilot
participants’ difficulty integrating land acknowledgements into their performances demonstrated a lack of
understanding of local Indigenous protocols, including
RP trainees’ own engagement with place and appropriate choices of words and their pronunciations.
Interviewees’ confusion about how to include land
acknowledgements in a RP underscores the need for
RP practitioners to be in discussion and in relation
with communities most impacted, including disability
communities with existing ties to other social movements, such as Indigenous resurgence movements.
This means knowing the colonial history of the discipline or art form that RP planners are working within,105
which, in some cases, will involve building long-term
relationships with community members who hold this
knowledge. For these reasons, we recommend that the
integration of land acknowledgements in RP pedagogy
be understood as a vital practice that takes into consideration the effects of both colonization and Indigenous sovereignty in their “relaxing” praxis. In this way,
land acknowledgements can evolve through ongoing
exploration around decolonizing disability and decolonizing RP.

Closing with Indigeneity in Mind
While each discipline-specific performance may engage with Indigenous knowledges and decolonization
differently, this recommendation urges a debriefing
process that reflects on the evaluation of artful innovations as a way to revisit colonial resistance. This debriefing might include acknowledging histories of place
and noticing the re-emergence of colonial histories of
the RP venue and the artwork itself, as well as Indigenous understandings of human-more-than-human
relations.
Frequently research participants described a desire
to debrief their RP planning and, in some cases, delivery. Not all participants had the chance to reconvene
following RP training. However, as RP reaches across
sectors, it must be prepared to link with other social
justice movements and understand disability as a
broad category that is understood differently in many
contexts. Therefore, to keep RP vital as related to the
above recommendation, the training and praxis must
be rooted in specific contexts wherein those planning
and implementing RPs include resisting ableism and
colonialism, and reconvening to assess this resistance
and consider how they may continue to take form in
future performances.
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 ECOMMENDATION 4:
R
Expanding Accessibility Funding Models
Ultimately, the RP training chronicled in this report was funded by the British Council and Bodies in Translation
(with the in-kind support of faculty members at the University of Guelph, X University, and York University). It
was clear to both participants and researchers that it is unlikely that RP training of this scope can be repeated in
higher education contexts without significant expansions to accessibility funding models.
Therefore, our final recommendation builds on each of aforementioned learnings about teaching, context, and
praxis. It also echoes and extends policy-related guidance from the Relaxed Performance: Exploring Accessibility
in the Canadian Theatre Landscape. As with this 2019 research, our study found that RP training provides opportunities for learners to broaden their understandings of accessibility in ways suitable for industry and community
standards.
However, our findings also uncover challenges around organizing accessibility policy in austere university contexts. Participants described money as a key barrier to maintaining RP training in university classes. Participants
also said that cost is the main reason why they could not stage RPs in the most accessible ways they could imagine. Policy changes both internal and external to higher education should be enacted to support the sustained
integration of RP training in these institutional settings in order to support learners, instructors, and RP practitioners to engage with RP pedagogy, vital practices, and decolonization.
As discussed in Recommendation 2, we recognize that universities, such as those mentioned in this report, are
imbued in eugenic, colonial histories that continue to inform their policies and practices related to critical accessibility and decolonization. Below, we frame our recommendation around overarching ambitions of diversity
agendas, which were commonly cited and described by participants.

External Policy Change
For many, RP training represented a diversity measure
that universities have been striving toward for decades.106 One faculty member described the value of
diversity agendas as a practice that has a place in national conversations about organizational shifts ranging
from curriculum to hiring practices. For this interviewee, diversity was a framework worthy of institutional
exploration over several years. We recommend that this
exploration integrate context-specific, justice-based
approaches to accessibility that focus on teaching,
context, and praxis as outlined above.
Problematically, diversity agendas are entrenched in
academic contexts and often enacted through the
lens of individual accommodations or retro-fitting
environments.107 Extending the example in Recommendation 2, referencing Deaf underrepresentation in RP
training and delivery, our research reveals that classroom-based RP training and RPs designed through a
diversity agenda lens remain aimed at non-Indigenous

hearing people. Often, for cost-related reasons, hearing-led performances in this study were retrofitted with
ASL, rather than designed in consultation with local
Indigenous and Deaf communities. In other words,
sign language interpretation is often an add-on in
anticipation of impacted members. In the interest of a
justice-informed intervention into conventional diversity-related policies, Indigenous, hearing, and Deaf sign
language interpreters should be commonplace in learning and teaching environments as part of the Accessible Canada Act’s larger recognition of ASL, Langue
des signes Québécoise (LSQ), and Indigenous Signed
Languages (ISL) as primary languages in Canada.108
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Although diversity agendas represent current industry/
sector standards around accessibility and decolonization in higher education, education-based diversity-related policy must be specifically expanded upon
to link with other social movements and call-in groups
that remain underrepresented by current accessibility
standards. This approach calls for extending university funding models from individualized approaches
that place an onus on each student to navigate institutional bureaucracies in order to access learning to
community-based approaches that invite instructors
to experiment with developing accessible classrooms
as an integral part of their critical and artful pedagogy.
The changes to teaching, context, and praxis described
above can be supported by internal policy shifts that
advocate for more expansive critical accessibility praxis within institutions.

communities, and online program development funding
to support the cultivation of vital accessibility practices
online. We pair this recommendation with findings from
Recommendation 3 that reveal key emergent needs
for RP practitioners who face additional barriers to
training, making community connections, and funding
as they adapt to online platforms as part of COVID-19
recovery.

The cost of RP was a constant concern for many interviewees. In austere university contexts, cost was monetary but also included issues of labour and time. Most
participants had little knowledge of how their RPs were
funded. However, a select group of interviewees (n=3)
had insight into the budgets surrounding planned RPs.
These interviewees stated that they were unable to find
money in their institution’s budgets to afford certain
accessibility features that align with earlier recommendations about keeping RP vital, such as Deaf and
hearing interpretation. They expressed concern that RP
could not be implemented “properly” without incurring large expenses. Looking beyond the classroom,
one faculty member expressed the need for governmental-based funding programs to access costs. They
felt such a strategy would require that “every theatre
company has a plan. And in that plan, they will demonstrate how they will, for at least some of their shows,
um, make it accessible.”
We recommend development of external funding
opportunities aiming to support RP training and planning in educational contexts. Such funding initiatives
may include local and national arts grants designed to
support the cultivation of accessible arts training and
praxis, learning and teaching grants earmarked for access-related projects and collaborations with impacted
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Conclusion
As RP becomes increasingly recognized as a “gold standard” of accessibility across arts
sectors, the iterative work of community-based, justice-oriented praxis is paramount in
higher education contexts that continue to undervalue critical approaches to accessibility.
Given the RP Curriculum Pilot’s impact on participants’ understandings of equitable praxis
relevant to themselves and their communities, this report speaks to the value of RP as a
“living practice” that must be led by difference.
Our findings intertwine with the social circumstances in which this research took place,
including the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our findings reveal a change in perception about the possibility of RPs in pre-pandemic and pandemic conditions. This data also
draws out an array of thinking about critical accessibility, both from individuals’ personal
interpretations and from their viewpoints as educators, artists, audience members, learners, and teachers working within the boundaries of disciplines and institutions enmeshed
in legacies of colonial and eugenic violence.
This report highlights the rewards and complications of intersectional praxis. Such praxis
must move beyond “best or promising” standards to develop and integrate vital practices
in the planning and delivery of RP training and performances. Moving forward, RP training
and the institutions that host it must recognize the importance of including Deaf communities, Indigenous communities, and other people who participate in local, context-specific social justice movements. Broadening RP’s reach will also include digital interventions
as RP is a growing part of online pedagogy and performance.
We offer four thematic recommendations that build on, and strengthen, one another. First,
focused on teaching, we advocate for flexible, context-specific RP pedagogy that emphasizes vital practices and decolonizing RP. Second, we recommend the ongoing development of vital practices reflective of content. Third, we recognize that it is time to decolonize RP. A new focus on decolonizing praxis contributes to a vital RP pedagogy. These
related recommendations must be supported by expanding accessible funding models
through policy both within and outside of the learning spaces that host RP training.

IMAGE DESCRIPTION (RIGHT): From backstage of artist Tarik Elmoutawakil performance we see an audience full of people dancing. The ceiling is strewn with white fringed streamers and balloons, the room flush with a warm purple glow. This
image, from Brownton Abbey, “a kaleidoscopic off-world temple performance party,” presented at the 2019 Cripping the Arts
Symposium, is by Michelle Peek Photography and courtesy of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life,
Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at the University of Guelph.
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BACK COVER IMAGE DESCRIPTION: From backstage we see performance artist Tarik Elmoutawakil reach outward towards an audience full of people dancing. The ceiling is strewn with white fringed streamers and balloons, the room flush
with a warm purple glow. Tarik, who describes himself as a “mixed race north african and european person,” wears a long
white cape covered in round white balloons that line his back. He has neon green pom pom antennae, matching leg warmers,
and a neon pink armband with long white fringe. The party is alive! This image, from Brownton Abbey, “a kaleidoscopic offworld temple performance party,” presented at the 2019 Cripping the Arts Symposium, is by Michelle Peek Photography and
courtesy of Bodies in Translation: Activist Art, Technology & Access to Life, Re•Vision: The Centre for Art & Social Justice at
the University of Guelph.
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